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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a fire alarming
system, according to the introduction of the independent
claims.
[0002] In a conventional fire detection system as dis-
closed in the EP 0 381 018 A, US 5 268 668 A or US 4
139 843 A, a plurality of terminal devices such as a fire
sensor, a transmitter, a manual alarm box, which is
called "manual box" in short hereinafter, or other devices
to be controlled are connected to a fire alarming signal
receiving device, and each terminal device is assigned
its own address. The fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice calls terminal devices one after another according
to the addresses. At a time, only the called terminal de-
vice can transmit information about itself (for example a
fire alarming signal) to the fire alarming signal receiving
device. This technique is known as polling. In this tech-
nique, a plurality of alarm signal lines are connected to
the fire alarming signal receiver wherein a plurality of
terminal devices are connected to each alarm signal
line, and thus a great number of terminal devices are
connected to the fire alarming signal receiver. The fire
alarming signal receiving device calls these terminal de-
vices one after another via a data processor provided in
the fire alarming signal receiving device and acquires
information about for example an event of a fire from
each terminal device.
[0003] In the polling technique, however, any terminal
device cannot send information to the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device until it is called by the fire alarming
signal receiving device. The calling period increases
with the increase in the number of terminal devices con-
nected to the alarm signal lines. If the terminal devices
include such a device which should transmit information
to the fire alarming signal receiving device in a prede-
termined time period after the event of information at
that device, the maximum number of terminal devices
which are allowed to be connected to the signal lines is
limited by the above predetermined time period.
[0004] A specific example of a terminal device which
should transmit information in a limited time period is a
manual box. When a fire occurs, if one presses a button
or the like of a manual box, the manual box transmits
an alarm signal to the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice. The fire alarming signal receiving device transmits
a response signal to the manual box thereby indicating
that the fire alarming signal receiving device has re-
ceived the alarm signal. If the manual box receives the
response signal, the manual box turns on a response
lamp or the like provided on the manual box thereby in-
dicating that the alarm signal was generated by that
manual box.
[0005] In the worst case, the time required for the re-
sponse lamp of the manual box to be turned on after the
manual box was activated becomes as long as one poll-
ing period. If the waiting time from the activation of the
manual box to the turning-on of the response lamp is so

long, the person, who activated the manual box, will
wonder if the fire alarming system is in correct operation.
To reduce the waiting time to a desirable level, it is re-
quired that the number of terminal devices connected to
one signal line be limited to a not large value.
[0006] One known technique to ease the above limi-
tation is as follows. A fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice sequentially calls a plurality of terminal devices con-
nected to signal lines extending from the fire alarming
signal receiving device and acquires information about
the status of each terminal device wherein a higher
transmission priority is given to the particular informa-
tion of terminal devices having a manual box and the
information of these terminal devices is transmitted be-
fore other information. If the fire alarming signal receiv-
ing device receives the particular kind of information
from a manual box, fire alarming signal receiving device
preferentially calls those terminal devices having a man-
ual box before calling other terminal devices and deter-
mines which manual box has been activated.
[0007] In the conventional technique, as described
above, when the fire alarming signal receiving device
receives the particular kind of information from a termi-
nal device having a manual box, the fire alarming signal
receiving device calls the terminal devices having a
manual box one by one to determine which manual box
has been activated. Therefore, the fire alarming signal
receiving device still requires a long time to determine
which terminal device having a manual box has been
activated, and thus the terminal device still requires a
long time to turn on a lamp for indicating that the fire
alarm signal has arrived at the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device, in particular when there are a great
number of terminal devices having a manual box.
[0008] One possible technique to solve the above
problem is to call at the same time all terminal devices
having a manual box instead of calling them one by one
when the fire alarming signal receiving device receives
the particular kind of information from a terminal device
having a manual box. In response to the call from the
fire alarming signal receiving device, the terminal device
whose manual box is in an activated state transmits the
signal to the fire alarming signal receiving device. Thus,
it is possible to reduce the time from when the manual
box is activated until the terminal device turns on the
lamp to indicate that the fire alarm signal has arrived at
the fire alarming signal receiving device.
[0009] However, the above modification leads to an-
other problem. That is, if a plurality of manual boxes are
activated at substantially the same time, the terminal de-
vices having these manual boxes respond at the same
time. As a result, signals collide with each other, and the
fire alarming signal receiving device cannot determine
correctly which manual box have been activated.
[0010] Furthermore, in the conventional polling tech-
nique, the data transmission rate over the alarm signal
line should be high enough to acquire the information
from a large number of terminal devices in a limited time
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period as short as for example 5 sec. Therefore, the
transmission line is required to have a large number of
parallel bit lines, which result in an increase in cost.
[0011] In a known technique proposed to solve the
above problem, the plurality of terminal devices are di-
vided into groups and an idle period is provided between
signals calling the adjacent groups so that in the idle
period a terminal device can transmit an interrupt signal
to the fire alarming signal receiving device wherein it is
possible to determine which group the terminal device
belongs to from the interrupt signal. If the fire alarming
signal receiving device receives an interrupt signal, the
fire alarming signal receiving device calls, one by one,
preferentially the terminal devices belonging to the
group determined from the interrupt signal.
[0012] However, in this polling technique in which if a
terminal device detects an event of a fire, it transmits in
an idle period to the fire alarming signal receiving device
an interrupt signal with information (such as a group
number) indicating which group the terminal device be-
longs to, and the fire alarming signal receiving device
calls the terminal devices in that group one by one, still
a long time is required to determine which terminal de-
vice has detected the event of the fire, in particular when
each group includes a large number of terminal devices.
[0013] A fire alarm/security system is also known in
which a fire alarming signal receiving device polls ter-
minal devices such as a fire sensor, a smoke exhausting
system, a fire extinguishing system, and a burglar alarm
system, or trnsmitters connected to these terminal de-
vices, and the called terminal devices transmit the infor-
mation representing the status to the fire alarming signal
receiving device whereby the fire alarming signal receiv-
ing device acquires the monitored information. In this
fire alarm/security system, control information is trans-
mitted to the terminal devices called by the fire alarming
signal receiving device.
[0014] In this type of fire alarm/security system, there
is a possibility that an error occurs during the transmis-
sion between the fire alarming signal receiving device
and the terminal devices. For example, there is a pos-
sibility that an area where no fire occurs is regarded as
having a fire in error. Another possibility is that a terminal
device concludes in error that it has received a control
command from the fire alarming signal receiving device
and the terminal device activates a smoke exhausting
system or a fire extinguishing system.
[0015] In the conventional fire alarm/security system
as disclosed in the US 5 487 151 A or US 4 534 025 A,
to avoid the above problem arising from the error in the
transmission between the fire alarming signal receiving
device and the terminal devices, the fire alarming signal
receiving device generates a primary sum code by add-
ing together an address code and a command code, and
transmits the resultant primary sum code to the terminal
devices. The terminal devices produce a first sum code
by adding the address code and the command code re-
ceived from the fire alarming signal receiving device. If

the obtained first sum code is equal to the received pri-
mary sum code, the terminal device regards the signal
received from the fire alarming signal receiving device
as valid. On the other hand, each terminal device cal-
culates the sum of the returning-back data, the address
code, the command code, and the primary sum code
thereby producing a secondary sum code, and transmits
the resultant secondary sum code together with the re-
turning-back data, address code, and command code
to the fire alarming signal receiving device. The fire
alarming signal receiving device calculates the sum of
the returning-back data, the address code, and the com-
mand code received from the terminal device as well as
the primary sum code produced by the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device thereby producing a second sum
code. If the obtained second sum code is equal to the
received secondary sum code, the fire alarming signal
receiving device concludes that the terminal device has
correctly received the address code and the command
code transmitted by the fire alarming signal receiving
device.
[0016] In the above conventional system, each termi-
nal device has a signal transmission/reception circuit
(including a parallel-to-serial converter). If an active bit
is input to the signal transmission/reception circuit, it is
converted by the circuit into a low-level signal and output
over the transmission line. On the other hand, if an in-
active bit is input to the signal transmission/reception
circuit, it is converted by the circuit into a high-level sig-
nal and output over the transmission line. If a collision
occurs between a low-level signal and a high-level sig-
nal on the transmission line, the result is a high-level
signal.
[0017] If the fire alarming signal receiving device re-
ceives a low-level signal via the transmission line, the
received low-level signal is converted into an active bit
by a signal transmission/reception circuit (including a
parallel-to-serial converter) provided in the fire alarming
signal receiving device. On the other hand, if the fire
alarming signal receiving device receives a high-level
signal via the transmission line, the received high-level
signal is converted into an inactive bit by the signal
transmission/reception circuit in the fire alarming signal
receiving device. Therefore, if a collision occurs be-
tween a low-level signal and a high-level signal on the
transmission line, the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice receives the high-level signal. The received high-
level signal is converted into an inactive bit by the signal
transmission/reception circuit provided in the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device and acquired into the fire
alarming signal receiving device. In the above conven-
tional system, as described above, if an active bit and
an inactive bit are transmitted at the same time over the
transmission line from different terminal devices such
as fire sensors, the inactive bit is acquired into the fire
alarming signal receiving device.
[0018] In such the fire alarm/security system accord-
ing to the conventional technique, if an equal address is
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assigned by mistake to two different fire sensors, and if
one of the two fire sensors transmits a fire alarm signal
as the returning-back data while the other fire sensor
having the same address transmits information (non-fire
signal) indicating that the fire sensor is in a normal sta-
tus, the above fire alarm signal cannot arrive at the fire
alarming signal receiving device. Another possible prob-
lem is that when an equal address is assigned by mis-
take to two different fire sensors, the second sum code
can be equal to the secondary sum code, and thus it is
impossible to detect the event of the above transmission
error.
[0019] For example, when the address AD and the
commands CM1 and CM2 are FFh, 01h, and 00h, re-
spectively, in hexadecimal form (11111111, 00000001,
and 00000000 in the form of 8-bit binary numbers; each
hexadecimal number is represented with an "h" at its
end), if one of the two fire sensors having the same ad-
dress transmits returning-back data D1 having a value
of 01h (00000001 in the form of an 8-bit binary number)
indicating that a fire occurs while the other fire sensor
having the same address transmits returning-back data
D2 having a value of 00h (00000000 in the form of an
8-bit binary number) indicating the normal status, then
the result will be as follows. The primary sum code PS
is given as 00h as a result of the calculation described
above. The secondary sum code SS1 for the returning-
back data D1 indicating the event of a fire becomes 01h.
The secondary sum code SS2 for the returning-back da-
ta D2 indicating the normal status becomes 00h. Be-
cause the same address is assigned to the two terminal
devices, the returning-back data D1 and D2 are trans-
mitted at the same time, and the secondary sum codes
SS1 and SS2 are also transmitted at the same time.
[0020] As a result, collision occurs on the signal line
L between the returning-back data D1 and D2. Similarly,
the secondary codes SS1 and SS2 collide with each oth-
er on the signal line. When a collision occurs between
01h and 00h, only the signal corresponding to 00h can
propagate along the signal line for the following reason.
Bits having a value of 0 become high on the transmis-
sion line while those bits having a value of 1 become
low on the transmission line. If a low-level signal and a
high-level signal are applied to the signal line at the
same time, the resultant signal level on the signal line
becomes high. Therefore if 01h and 00h, which can be
represented as 00000001 and 00000000, respectively,
in the form of 8-bit binary numbers, are applied to the
signal line at the same time, the collision between a "0"-
bit and a "1"-bit results in a "0"-bit on the signal line, and
thus only the 00h signal can exist on the signal line. As
a result it seems that 00h is transmitted for both the re-
turning-back data and the secondary sum code. There-
fore, the fire alarming signal receiving device regards
the received returning-back data as 00h, and calculates
the second sum code as 00h according to the calcula-
tion rule described above. Thus the calculated second
sum code becomes equal to the received apparent sec-

ondary sum code. Thus the fire alarm signal cannot ar-
rive at the fire alarming signal receiving device. This is
a serious problem in the conventional system. Besides,
the fact that such the error has occurred during the
transmission cannot be detected.
[0021] Furthermore, in the polling operation accord-
ing to the conventional technique, if the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device detects a transmission error for a
terminal device or a group containing that terminal de-
vice, the fire alarming signal receiving device stops poll-
ing other terminal devices or groups including other ter-
minal devices, and polls again the terminal device which
has encountered the transmission error or the group in-
cluding that terminal device. If a transmission error is
detected again in that polling operation, the fire alarming
signal receiving device concludes that a transmission
error has really occurred and makes an indication of the
event of the transmission error.
[0022] In the above conventional technique, however,
the repetition of the polling operation required for con-
firming a transmission error causes a delay in the oper-
ation of acquiring status information from other terminal
devices or the group including that terminal device. This
causes an increase in the total time required to poll the
terminal devices in the fire alarm/security system.
[0023] It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide a fire alarming system including a great number of
terminal devices having a manual box, and capable of
calling at the same time all terminal devices whose man-
ual box has been activated and determining which man-
ual box has been activated, without encountering a col-
lision between signals transmitted from the terminal de-
vices.
[0024] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a fire alarming system including a great number
of terminal devices having a manual box belonging to
one group, and capable of quickly determining which
terminal device has generated a signal indicating an
event of an abnormal state, such as a fire.
[0025] It is still another object of the present invention
to provide a fire alarming system in which terminal de-
vices can transmit a fire alarm signal to a fire alarming
signal receiving device without encountering an error
even when an equal address is assigned to different ter-
minal devices.
[0026] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a fire alarming system capable of preventing a
wrong alarm from being generated by a transmission er-
ror and capable of detecting an event of a transmission
error and providing an indication of the event of the
transmission error in which when a transmission error
occurs, the error can be handled without causing an in-
crease in the total time required for polling the terminal
devices of the fire alarming system.
[0027] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a fire alarming system in which a
plurality of terminal devices including fire sensors, trans-
mitters, manual boxs, and/or other devices to be con-
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trolled are connected to a receiving device, said fire
alarming system being characterized in that when a plu-
rality of said manual boxes are activated and thus they
generate a fire alarming signal at the same time, only
the signal generated by one of said plurality of activated
manual boxs is transmitted to said receiving device.
[0028] With the above arrangement, it is possible to
determine which terminal device having a manual box
is activated without encountering a collision among re-
turning-back signals transmitted from the terminal de-
vices when all terminal devices having a manual box in
an activated state are called at the same time.
[0029] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a fire alarming system in which
a plurality of terminal devices including fire sensors,
transmitters, manual boxes, and/or other devices to be
controlled are connected to a receiving device, said fire
alarming system being characterized in that said plural-
ity of terminal devices are divided into a plurality of
groups; said receiving device performs a polling opera-
tion group by group; and in a time period between the
transmission of a polling signal to a particular group of
said plurality of groups and the transmission of a polling
signal to the next group, said receiving device receives
information in a time-division fashion from a plurality of
terminal devices belonging to said particular group.
[0030] With the above arrangement of the present
embodiment, it is possible to quickly determine which
terminal device has detected an event of an abnormal
state even if there are a great number of terminal devic-
es in one group.
[0031] According to a further aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a fire alarming system in
which:

a fire alarming signal receiving device generates a
primary sum code from an address code and a com-
mand code to be transmitted to terminal devices;
and transmits the address code, the command code
(CM), and the primary sum code;
each terminal device generates a first sum code
from the address code (AD) and the command code
received from the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice; compares the first sum code with the primary
sum code received from the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device; generates a secondary sum code
from a returning-back data, the address code, and
the command code; and transmits the returning-
back data and the secondary sum data to the fire
alarming signal receiving device; and
the fire alarming signal receiving device generates
a second sum code from the returning-back data,
the address code, and the command code received
from the terminal device; and compares the second
sum code with the secondary sum code received
from the terminal device.

[0032] With the above arrangement, the terminal de-

vices can transmit a fire alarm signal to the fire alarming
signal receiving device without encountering an error
even when an equal address is assigned to different ter-
minal devices. Furthermore, it is possible to detect an
event of such an error.
[0033] According to still another aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a fire alarming system in
which a plurality of terminal devices such as fire sen-
sors, transmitters, manual boxes, and/or other devices
to be controlled are connected to a fire alarming signal
receiving device, the fire alarming system further includ-
ing: transmission error detecting means for detecting a
transmission error when any of the plurality of terminal
devices has a transmission error; storage means for
storing the number of times that the transmission error
occurs; and transmission error indicating means for in-
dicating that a transmission error has occurred when the
number of times that the transmission error occurs
stored in the storage means becomes greater than a
predetermined number. With the above arrangement
according to the invention, it is possible to prevent a
wrong alarm from being generated by a transmission er-
ror. It is also possible to detect an event of a transmis-
sion error and provide an indication of the event of the
transmission error. When a transmission error occurs,
the error can be handled without causing an increase in
the total time required for polling the terminal devices of
the fire alarming system.
[0034] According to a further aspect of the invention,
there is provided a fire alarming system in which a plu-
rality of terminal devices including fire sensors, trans-
mitters, manual boxs, and/or other devices to be con-
trolled are connected to a receiving device, the fire
alarming system being characterized in that even when
some terminal device has a transmission error, a polling
operation is continued without being terminated. With
the above arrangement according to the invention, it is
possible to prevent a wrong alarm from being generated
by a transmission error. It is also possible to detect an
event of a transmission error and provide an indication
of the event of the transmission error. When a transmis-
sion error occurs, the error can be handled without caus-
ing an increase in the total time required for polling the
terminal devices of the fire alarming system.
[0035] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a fire alarming system in which
a plurality of terminal devices including fire sensors,
transmitters, manual boxes, and/or other devices to be
controlled are connected via a signal line to a receiving
device, and the fire alarming signal receiving device
polls the plurality of terminal devices thereby acquiring
terminal device information from the terminal devices,
making decision, displaying information, and/or control-
ling the terminal devices, the fire alarming system being
characterized in that it further includes: first signal in-
verting means disposed at a node between the fire
alarming signal receiving device and the signal line; and
second signal inverting means disposed at a node be-
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tween each terminal device and the signal line. The
above arrangement of the invention ensures that the ter-
minal devices can transmit a fire alarm signal to the fire
alarming signal receiving device without encountering
an error even when an equal address is assigned to dif-
ferent terminal devices. Furthermore, it is possible to de-
tect an event of such an error.

Fig. 1 is a system diagram of an embodiment of a
fire alarming system according to the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of 8-bit address
codes for two terminal devices according to the
above embodiment wherein Fig. 2(1) illustrates an
8-bit binary address code for a 10th (in decimal) ter-
minal device, and Fig. 2(2) illustrates an 8-bit binary
address code for a 255th (in decimal) terminal de-
vice;
Fig. 3 is timing chart illustrating the operation of the
system according to the above embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 4 is a timing chart illustrating an operation which
will be performed when three different manual boxs
PA, PB, and PC try to transmit a response signal
(that is, when they try to transmit their own address
to notify that a fire is detected);
Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of
a fire alarming signal receiving device RE used in
the above embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an analog pho-
toelectric fire sensor S as an example of a terminal
device used in the above embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a trnsmitter RP
as an example of a terminal device used in the
above embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a manual box
P used in the above embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a system flow chart illustrating the operation
of the fire alarming signal receiving device RE ac-
cording to the above embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a specific operation
of the point polling process (step S4) shown in Fig.
9;
Fig. 11 is a flowchart illustrating the specific opera-
tion of the point polling process (step S4) shown in
Fig. 9;
Fig. 12 is a flowchart illustrating the specific opera-
tion of the point polling process (step S4) shown in
Fig. 9;
Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a specific example
of an operation performed when an operator inputs
a command via the control panel OP to tell the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE to perform a
system polling operation (step S5);
Fig. 14 is a flowchart illustrating a specific example
of an operation performed when an operator inputs
a command via the control panel OP to tell the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE to perform a

selecting operation (step S6);
Fig. 15 is also a flowchart illustrating the specific ex-
ample of the operation performed when an operator
inputs a command via the control panel OP to tell
the fire alarming signal receiving device RE to per-
form a selecting operation (step S6);
Fig. 16 is a main flowchart illustrating the operation
of a trnsmitter RP serving as one of terminal devices
according to the above embodiment;
Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the point process-
ing operation of the transmitter RP according to the
above embodiment;
Fig. 18 is a flowchart illustrating the point process-
ing operation of a manual box P serving as one of
terminal devices according to the above embodi-
ment;
Fig. 19 is also a flowchart illustrating the point
processing operation of the manual box P serving
as one of terminal devices according to the above
embodiment;
Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the system
processing operation (step U13) of the transmitter
RP serving as one of terminal devices according to
the above embodiment;
Fig. 21 is a flowchart illustrating the selecting oper-
ation (step U14) of the transmitter RP serving as
one of terminal devices according to the above em-
bodiment;
Fig. 22 is also a flowchart illustrating the selecting
operation (step U14) of the transmitter RP serving
as one of terminal devices according to the above
embodiment;
Fig. 23 is a schematic representation of the setting
of slot width according to the above embodiment;
Fig. 24 is a block diagram illustrating a photoelectric
fire sensor Sa serving as one of terminal devices
according to another embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 25 is a block diagram illustrating a fire alarming
signal receiving device REa according to another
embodiment of the invention; and
Fig. 26 is a schematic illustration of signals gener-
ated by two different fire sensors D11 and D22 as
well as a signal on a signal line L, according to the
above embodiment of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0036] Fig. 1 is a schematic representation of an em-
bodiment of a fire alarm/security system 100 according
to the present invention.
[0037] The fire alarm/security system 100 includes a
fire alarming signal receiving device RE, a signal line L
consisting of a pair of wires also serving as a power sup-
ply line, and various types of terminal devices, wherein
the terminal devices are connected to the fire alarming
signal receiving device RE via the signal line L.
[0038] The fire alarming system 100 includes as many
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as for example 255 terminal devices connected to the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE. The terminal
devices include analog fire sensors S, manual boxes P,
and transmitters RP. The analog fire sensors S detect
smoke, heat, light of a flame, gas, a smell or the like
arising from a fire and generate an output signal corre-
sponding to the detected physical quantity. Several
types of analog fire sensors are available. They include:
smoke sensing type fire detectors such as a photoelec-
tric smoke sensor, a light attenuation sensor, and an ion
sensor; a heat sensor; a flame sensor; a gas sensor;
and a smell sensor. On-off type fire sensors F, which
generate a fire alarm signal when they detect a fire phe-
nomenon at a level greater than a predetermined value,
are also connected to the signal line L via the corre-
sponding trnsmitters RP. Furthermore, fire doors D, lo-
cal bells B, gas leakage detectors G are also connected
to the signal line L via the trnsmitters RP.
[0039] Each terminal device is assigned an address
represented by a 2-digit hexadecimal number in such a
manner that the address increases one by one in the
order of the distance from the fire alarming signal receiv-
ing device RE. More specifically, terminal devices are
assigned addresses 00h, 01h, 02h,..., FEh in the order
of the distance from the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE. For an easier understanding, the addresses
will be represented in decimal form in most cases.
[0040] The terminal devices having addresses 00h to
FEh are divided into 16 groups G0 to G15 in the order
of the distance of the terminal devices from the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE. As shown in Fig.
1, each of groups G0 to G14 includes 16 terminal devic-
es, and group G15 includes 15 terminal devices. Each
of these 255 terminal devices is assigned its own 8-bit
address different from each other in the range from 00h
to FEh.
[0041] Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of 8-bit ad-
dress codes for two terminal devices in the system of
the present embodiment wherein Fig. 2(1) illustrates an
8-bit binary address code for a 10th (in decimal) termi-
nal, and Fig. 2(2) illustrates an 8-bit binary address code
for a 255th terminal.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 2, the binary address code for
each terminal can be divided into higher 4-bits (hereafter
referred to simply as higher bits) and lower 4-bits (here-
after referred to simply as lower bits). The higher bits
represent the group number and the lower bits represent
the terminal number in the group. In the case of the 10th
(in decimal) terminal device, its binary address code is
"00001001", and thus the higher bits of the address
code are "0000" (0h) which indicate that the terminal de-
vice belongs to the 0th group. The lower bits are "1001"
(9h) and thus it is indicated that the terminal device is
the 10th one in the group. The address "09h" represent-
ed by the combination of the higher bits and the lower
bits indicates that the terminal device is the 10th one of
all the devices in the fire alarming system 100.
[0043] In the case of the 255th (in decimal) terminal

device, its binary address code is "11111110", and thus
its higher bits are "1111" (Fh) which indicate that the ter-
minal device belongs to the 15th group. The lower bits
are "1110" (Eh) and thus it is indicated that the terminal
device is the 15th one in that group. The address "FEh"
represented by the combination of the higher and lower
bits indicates that the terminal device is the 255th one
of all the devices in the fire alarming system 100.
[0044] In the present embodiment, as described
above, the entire 8-bit code represents the address in
the total fire alarming system 100. The higher bits of the
8-bit code represent the group number, and the lower
bits represent the terminal device number within the par-
ticular group (hereafter referred to as an intra-group ter-
minal device number).
[0045] Since each of terminal devices is assigned its
own address represented by a plurality of bits wherein
the group number is represented by particular bits of the
address, it is possible to call at the same time a plurality
of terminal devices having an equal group number in a
"group information acquisition frame" in "point polling".
Furthermore, because the called terminal devices hav-
ing the equal group number are assigned different intra-
group terminal device numbers, it is possible to specify
the response timing so that the called terminal devices
having the equal group number can response to the call
at different times.
[0046] The fire alarming signal receiving device RE
polls the terminal devices in a point polling mode, sys-
tem polling mode, or selecting mode. so as to acquire
information from particular terminal devices or control
particular terminal devices.
[0047] In the following description, the term "polling"
is used to describe the point polling or the system poll-
ing, and the selecting operation is not included in the
"polling" operations.
[0048] Fig. 3 is a timing chart illustrating the operation
according to the present embodiment.
[0049] The "point polling" shown in Fig. 3 consists of
a "group information acquisition frame" and a "manual
box detection frame".
[0050] The "group information acquisition frame" is
used by the fire alarming signal receiving device RE to
poll the terminal devices in such a manner that the 255
terminal devices, which are divided into groups, for ex-
ample 16 groups, are called group by group rather than
device by device. The terminal devices belonging to the
called group transmit in a device-by-device fashion re-
quested data such as status information or terminal type
indicating information ID to the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE at response times assigned to the re-
spective terminal devices.
[0051] In the present embodiment of the fire alarming
system in which a plurality of terminal devices such as
fire sensors, trnsmitters, manual boxs, or other devices
to be controlled are connected to a receiving device of
the system, the terminal devices are divided into a plu-
rality of groups and the receiving device polls these ter-
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minal devices group by group wherein the receiving de-
vice acquires, in a time-division fashion, information
from a plurality of terminal devices belonging to a par-
ticular group of the above plurality of groups in a time
period between the completion of transmission of a poll-
ing signal to the above group and the start of transmis-
sion of a polling signal to the next group.
[0052] With the arrangement of the present embodi-
ment, it is possible to quickly determine which terminal
device has detected an event of an abnormal state even
if there are a great number of terminal devices in one
group.
[0053] In the case where a plurality of time slots are
used in the above time-division communication, the slot
width is set such that the width increases with the start
time of the time slots in the time period between the
transmission of a polling signal to a particular group of
said plurality of groups and the transmission of a polling
signal to the next group, as will be described in further
detail later with reference to Fig. 23.
[0054] When analog fire sensors are used as the ter-
minal devices, the "status information" refers to such da-
ta representing physical quantity corresponding to a de-
tected fire phenomenon. In the case of a transmitter RP
connected to an on-off fire sensor F or a gas leakage
detector G, the "status information" refers to data indi-
cating an event of a fire or leakage of gas. For a trns-
mitter RP connected to a device to be controlled such
as a fire retarding door D or a local bell B, the "status
information" refers to such data indicating whether the
device is in an open state or a closed state, or data in-
dicating whether the device is in operation or not, or oth-
erwise data indicating whether the bell is ringing or not.
In the case of an manual box, the "status information"
refers to such data indicating whether or not its push
button switch is pressed and thus it is in an on-state.
[0055] The information acquired in a "group informa-
tion acquisition frame" in the point polling is referred to
as "group information".
[0056] Because the manual boxs P are activated by
persons, the information given by manual boxs P is high-
ly reliable. Taking this fact into consideration, "manual
box detection frames" are provided in the point polling
thereby making it possible to quickly acquire the status
information. As shown in Fig. 3, each time a "group in-
formation acquisition frame" is executed for each group,
all manual boxs of the fire alarming system are called at
the same time in a manual box detection frame. If there
is an activated manual box, the activated manual box
transmits, in response to the call, its address to the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE in a time slot as-
signed to that manual box, of a plurality of time slots
assigned to the respective manual boxes.
[0057] "Activated manual box address information"
refers to the address acquired in the "manual box de-
tection frame". In the present embodiment, when a plu-
rality of manual boxes P are activated, only the one man-
ual box having the lowest address can transmit its ad-

dress and the other activated manual boxes having
higher addresses cannot transmit their address. This
operation will be described in further detail later.
[0058] The "system polling" refers to an operation in
which the fire alarming signal receiving device RE trans-
mits control commands to all terminal devices thereby
controlling them. The control commands issued by the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE to the terminal
devices in the system polling include a fire reset com-
mand (used to reset to a normal monitoring state a ter-
minal device such as an analog fire sensor S or a trans-
mitter RP which has transmitted a fire alarm signal or
other terminal devices such as a transmitter having a
local bell B ringing), storage reset command (used to
reset a terminal device such as a fire sensor or a trans-
mitter which have transmitted a fire alarming signal to
perform a storage operation thereby determining wheth-
er a fire is continuously detected), and a local sound stop
command (used to inactivate a local bell B).
[0059] The "selecting" refers to an operation in which
the fire alarming signal receiving device transmits a par-
ticular control command to a desired terminal device
designated by a particular address so as to control that
terminal device, or transmits a particular command such
as a status information request command to a particular
terminal device thereby acquiring the status information
from the particular terminal device.
[0060] In Fig. 3, the operation process starts from the
top and left and proceeds to right. At the right end in Fig.
3, the process goes down by one line and proceeds to
left, and so on. In Fig. 3, the signals shown above the
horizontal lines are transmitted by the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device RE while the signal shown below
the horizontal lines are transmitted by terminal devices.
[0061] The signals (codes) transmitted from the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE to terminal devices
include an address AD, commands CM1 and CM2, and
a primary checksum code PS. The signals (codes)
transmitted from terminal devices to the fire alarming
signal receiving device RE include returning-back data
D1, a secondary checksum code SS, a device address
DA, and returning-back data D2. These signals (codes)
are described in greater detail below.
[0062] The codes AD, CM1, CM2, PS, D1, SS, DA,
and Da each consist of a start bit SB, an 8-bit data area,
and a stop bit EB. That is, each code consists of 10 bits
in total. When these codes are transmitted from the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE to a terminal device
or from a terminal device to the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE, each 10-bit binary-code is transmit-
ted bit by bit starting from the most significant bit. For
simplicity, hereinafter in the following description, the
8-bit data area representing the contents of each code
AD, CM1, CM2, PS, D1, DA, Da, and SS is expressed
by a 2-digit hexadecimal number.
[0063] First, an address AD, commands CM1 and
CM2, a primary checksum code PS are transmitted from
the fire alarming signal receiving device RE to terminal
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devices. The address AD can take any of 2-digit hexa-
decimal numbers from 00h to FFh. When the address
AD has a value within the range from 00h to FEh (in
other words, AD ≠ FFh), the address designates a par-
ticular terminal device in the fire alarming system 100 to
be selected in the selecting operation (hereinafter the
address will be referred to as the "selecting address
code"). On the other hand, when the address AD has a
value equal to FFh, it indicates that the operation should
be performed in a point polling or system polling mode
(hereinafter referred to as a polling command).
[0064] The command CM1 is also a 2-digit hexadec-
imal number. When the operation is performed in the
selecting mode (that is, AD ≠ FFh), a specific command
is designated by a particular 2-digit hexadecimal
number of the command CM1. For example, when the
command CM1 is equal to 82h, it designates a fire test
command. 83h designates a lamp turning-off command
used to turn off an indication lamp of a fire sensor in the
selecting mode.
[0065] On the other hand, when the operation is per-
formed in the polling mode (AD = FFh), the command
CM1 designates a specific operation to be performed.
That is, when the command CM1 is equal to 0Xh, it des-
ignates that point processing should be performed
(point processing command), and FXh designates sys-
tem processing (system processing command).
[0066] In the above expression, X is a hexadecimal
number from 0h to Fh which designates the polling op-
eration more specifically. For example, when the com-
mand CM1 is equal to 00h, it designates a request for
returning back terminal type indicating information (ID)
in the point polling operation. Similarly, 01h designates
a request for a state information in the point polling op-
eration, F0h is a fire reset command in the system poll-
ing operation, F1h is a storage reset command in the
system polling operation, F2h is a local sound stop com-
mand in the system polling operation, and F3h is a
voice-alarm stop command in the system polling oper-
ation.
[0067] The command CM2 also takes a 2-digit hexa-
decimal number. However, the command CM2 is not
used in the selecting and system polling operations.
[0068] In the case of point polling, the lower digit of
the command CM2 designates the group which should
transmit specific information in the polling operation to
the fire alarming signal receiving device (thus the lower
digit is referred to as a point-polling group designation
code). For example, the command CM2 is represented
in the form of 0Xh where X is a hexadecimal number
from 0h to Fh designating the group number that should
transmit specific information back to the fire alarming
signal receiving device.
[0069] The primary checksum code PS is a code used
by terminal devices to judge whether a message re-
ceived from the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
includes no error. The primary checksum code PS is cal-
culated from the codes AD, CM1, and CM2 according

to a predetermined rule as will be described later.
[0070] When the operation is performed in the point
polling mode, each terminal device transmits status in-
formation or terminal type indicating information ID as
the returning-back data D1 and also a secondary check-
sum code SS to the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE.
[0071] In the case of the selecting operation, each ter-
minal device transmits a device address DA, a returning
data Da, and a secondary checksum code SS to the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE. On the other hand,
terminal devices transmit nothing in the system polling
operation. The "returning-back data Da" refers to data
which is returned back when a terminal device receives
a control command such as a device status information
request command, a terminal type indicating informa-
tion request command, thereby notifying the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device that the terminal device has
correctly operated according to the received command.
[0072] The secondary checksum code SS is used by
the fire alarming signal receiving device RE to confirm
that a message received from a terminal device includes
no error. In the case of the point polling operation, the
secondary checksum code SS is calculated from AD,
CM1, CM2, PS, and D1, while it is calculated from AD,
CM1, CM2, PS, DA, and Da in the setting operation, ac-
cording to the calculation rule described later.
[0073] The operation of the system according to the
present embodiment of the invention will be described
in greater detail below with reference to Fig. 3.
[0074] The point polling process includes a "group in-
formation acquisition frame" and a "manual box detec-
tion frame". The "group information acquisition frame"
consists of a "receiver field" in which a receiver calls a
terminal device, a "first waiting field WF1" in which no
transmission is performed between the receiving device
and the terminal device, and a "terminal device field" in
which the called terminal device transmits a signal to the
receiving device. The "manual box detection frame"
consists of a "manual box field" in which transmission is
performed between the receiving device and a manual
box, and a "second waiting field WF2" in which no trans-
mission is performed between the receiving device and
the terminal device.
[0075] First at time P0, as shown in Fig. 3, a point poll-
ing operation starts with a "receiving device field" in a
"group information acquisition frame." In this receiving
device field, the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
transmits FFh as an address AD, 01h as a command
CM1, 00h as a command CM2, and a primary checksum
code PS.
[0076] In a terminal device field, if terminal devices
receive any of the above commands, the terminal de-
vices of each group check whether the group number
received from the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE is equal to the group number represented by the
higher digit of the device address. if the result of the
above checking is positive, the terminal device transmits
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a returning-back data D1 and a secondary checksum
code SS to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
after the end of a first waiting field WF1.
[0077] In the above operation in which each terminal
device transmits requested data, the 16 terminal devic-
es belonging to the called group transmit the requested
data at response times assigned to the respective ter-
minal devices in the order of increasing terminal num-
bers.
[0078] On the other hand, after the first waiting field
WF1, the fire alarming signal receiving device RE enters
the terminal device field. The terminal device field in-
cludes 16 slots in which the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE receives status information from the corre-
sponding terminal devices. In the terminal device fields,
the respective terminal devices having their own termi-
nal number from 0 to 15 transmit returning-back data D1
and a secondary checksum code SS in the correspond-
ing time slots assigned to the respective terminal devic-
es, while the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
acquires the data transmitted from the respective termi-
nal devices.
[0079] After the completion of the terminal device
field, a "manual box detection frame" is started. The
"manual box detection frame" is one of operations per-
formed in the point polling. At time CP in the "manual
box detection frame", as shown in Fig. 3, the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device RE transmits a manual box
calling pulse PC thereby calling only manual boxes P. If
the push button of a particular manual box P is pressed
and thus it is in an active state, the manual box P trans-
mits its device address ADp immediately after receiving
the manual box calling pulse PC. In the above operation,
the manual box calling pulse PC also serves as a start
bit for the data transmission from the manual box P. That
is, the 8-bit device address ADp is transmitted at a right
time synchronized relative to the manual box calling
pulse PC. In this way, the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE can acquire the address information ADp of
the manual box P in the activated state.
[0080] After completion of the manual box field in the
"manual box detection field", the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE enters a second waiting field WF2.
After the second waiting field WF2, the point polling op-
eration (G0) for the group having a group number of 0
is completed.
[0081] Then the command CM2 designating the
group is incremented by 1. At time P1, a point polling
operation (G1) for a group having a group number of 1
is started and the operation is performed in a manner
similar to the point polling operation (G0). Although not
shown in Fig. 3, at points P2, P3,..., P14, groups having
group numbers 2h to Fh are designated, and the point
polling operation is performed for these groups in a man-
ner similar to the point polling operation (G0).
[0082] After completion of the point polling operation
for the group having a group number of Fh, the point
polling operation for acquiring the terminal type indicat-

ing information ID is performed although not shown in
Fig. 3. In this operation, the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE transmits FFh as the address data AD, 00h
as the command CM1, 01h as the command CM2, and
the primary checksum code PS. In a terminal device
field, the respective terminal devices transmit their own
terminal type indicating information ID as the returning-
back data D1 as opposed to the above terminal device
field in which the status information is transmitted from
the respective terminal devices.
[0083] The point polling operation is performed for the
group having a group number of 0h in a manner similar
to the point polling operation for acquiring the status in-
formation except for the returning-back data D1. Simi-
larly, groups having group numbers 0h to Fh are desig-
nated one by one, and the point polling operation is per-
formed for the designated group. In this way, the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE acquires the termi-
nal type indicating information ID from the respective
terminal devices. After completion of the polling opera-
tion for the group having a group number of Fh, another
point polling operation is started to acquire the status
information.
[0084] The system polling operation according to the
embodiment of the invention will be described below.
[0085] If, at time P16 in Fig. 3, a human operator op-
erates the control panel OP of the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE thereby issuing a command telling
it that it should perform a fire resetting operation in the
system polling mode, the fire alarming signal receiving
device transmits a polling command (AD = FFh), a fire
resetting command (CM1 = F0h), and a primary check-
sum code PS one by one thereby performing the fire
resetting operation.
[0086] Although in the system polling operation ac-
cording to the above specific embodiment, no signal is
transmitted from the terminal devices to the fire alarming
signal receiving device RE, terminal devices may also
transmit a signal indicating that they have correctly re-
ceived the command from the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE.
[0087] In the case where a storage reset command,
a local sound stop command, or a voice-alarm stop com-
mand is executed in the system polling mode, a storage
reset command (CM1 = F1h), a local sound stop com-
mand (CM1 = F2h), or a voice-alarm stop command
(CM1 = F3h) is transmitted instead of the fire reset com-
mand (CM1 F0h) in the above-described operation. Ex-
cept for the above, the operation is performed in a man-
ner similar to the fire reset operation in the system poll-
ing mode..
[0088] Now the selecting operation according to the
present embodiment of the invention will be described
below.
[0089] If, at time P17 in Fig. 3, a human operator op-
erates the control panel OP of the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE thereby issuing a command telling
it that it should perform a selecting operation for turning
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off an indication lamp of a terminal device having an ad-
dress AD of 12h, the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice RE sequentially transmits commands including an
address (AD = 12h) designating a terminal device to be
selected, an indication lamp turn-off command (CM1 =
83h), and a primary checksum code PS.
[0090] Of the terminal devices which have received
the above signals, the one having an address AD of 12h
transmits its device address DA, a returning-back data
Da, and a secondary checksum code SS to the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE wherein the return-
ing-back data Da indicates that the indication lamp has
been turned off successfully. In addition to the indication
lamp turn-off command (CM1 = 83h), the commands
transmitted by the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE in the selecting mode include a fire test command
(CM1 = 82h), an indication lamp turn-on command (CM1
= 84h), a CL interval control command (CM1 = 85h), a
smoke shut-off trnsmitter reset command (CM1 = 86h),
an interlocking ringing command (CM1 = 87h), a manual
ringing command (CM1 = 88h), an SCI shut-off com-
mand (CM = 89h), a fire reset command (CM1 F0h),
storage reset command (CM1 = F1h), a local bell stop
command (CM1 = F2h), a voice-alarm stop command
(CM1 = F3h), a terminal type indicating information re-
quest (CM1 = 00h), and a status information request
(CM1 = 01h). In the selecting operation, a proper com-
mand of the above is transmitted from the fire alarming
signal receiving device, and the command is executed
in a manner similar to the above-described operation of
turning off the indication lamp of a terminal device ex-
cept for the difference in the specific command.
[0091] In the present embodiment, if a plurality of
manual boxs are activated at the same time during a
manual box detection frame in the point polling mode,
the address of only one manual box of those is trans-
mitted to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE as
described in detail below.
[0092] Fig. 4 is a timing chart illustrating an example
of an operation which will be performed when three dif-
ferent manual boxs PA, PB, PC try to transmit a response
signal (that is, when they try to transmit their own ad-
dress to notify that they are activated).
[0093] In the timing chart shown in Fig. 4, if a plurality
of manual boxs try to transmit their own address so as
to notify that they are activated, only the device address
AD which is the lowest of all the device addresses is
transmitted to the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE and the other addresses AD are not transmitted.
Therefore, no collision among the address data occurs
on the transmission line. The reason why the collision
among the address data AD on the transmission line can
be avoided will be described in further detail below.
[0094] Fig. 4(1) illustrates a manual box calling pulse
PC output from the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE at time CP. Figs. 4(2), 4(3), and 4(4) illustrate ad-
dress signals transmitted from the manual boxes PA, PB,
and PC, respectively.

[0095] In Fig. 4, for convenience of description, the
addresses AD of the respective manual boxs PA, PB,
and Pc are represented in decimal form, while the ad-
dress data are represented in binary form in the timing
chart. That is, the manual box PA has an address of "62"
in decimal form ("00111110" in binary form), the manual
box PB has an address of "64" in decimal form
("01000000" in binary form), and the manual box PC has
an address of "160" in decimal form ("10100000" in bi-
nary form).
[0096] It is assumed herein that the manual boxs PA,
PB, and Pc are in activated states when they receive a
manual box calling pulse PC from the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device RE at time CP shown in Fig. 4(1).
In response to the manual box calling pulse from the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE at time CP, the
manual boxes PA, PB, and Pc transmit their own device
address AD bit by bit starting from the most significant
bit.
[0097] Since the manual box PB has an address AD
of "01000000" (in binary form), its most significant bit is
"0". The manual box PA has an address AD of
"00111110" (in binary form), and its most significant bit
is also "0". On the other hand, the manual box Pc has
an address AD of "10100000" (in binary form), and thus
its most significant bit is also "1".
[0098] That is, the most significant bits of the respec-
tive addresses AD are "0" (inactive level) for the manual
boxes PA and PB and "1" (active level) for the manual
box PC. In this case, since signals at 0-level and a signal
at 1-level are transmitted over the signal line at the same
time, the resulting signal on the signal line L becomes
"0" (inactive level).
[0099] Judging from the fact that when the manual
box Pc tries to transmit the "1"-level signal (active level
signal), the signal line L is at the "0" level (inactive level),
the manual box Pc concludes that another manual box
having an address AD lower than the address AD of the
manual box Pc is transmitting a signal over the signal
line L, and the manual box Pc gives up transmitting the
following bits of its own address AD. On the other hand,
because the signal line L is at the "0" level (inactive level)
when the manual boxs PA and PB try to transmit the "0"-
level signal (inactive level signal), they conclude, at the
time when the most significant bits of the addresses AD
are transmitted, that no other manual boxes having an
address lower than those of the manual boxes PA and
PB are trying to transmit a signal over the signal line,
and thus they continue to transmit the following bits of
their own addresses AD.
[0100] As for the bit following the most significant bit
of the address AD, the manual box PA transmits a "0"-
level signal (inactive level signal) while the manual box
PB transmits a "1"-level signal (active level signal). As a
result, the signal on the signal line L becomes "0" (inac-
tive).
[0101] Judging from the fact that when the manual
box PB tries to transmit the "1"-level signal (active level
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signal), the signal line L is at the "0" level (inactive level),
the manual box PB concludes that another manual box
having an address AD lower than the address AD of the
manual box PB is transmitting a signal over the signal
line L, and the manual box PB give up transmitting the
following bits of its own address AD.
[0102] On the other hand, because the signal line L is
at the "0" level (inactive level) when the manual boxs PA
tries to transmit the "0"-level signal (inactive level sig-
nal), it concludes, at the time when the bit following the
most significant bit of the address AD is transmitted, that
no other manual boxs having an address lower than that
of the manual box PA are trying to transmit a signal over
the signal line, and thus it continues to transmit the fol-
lowing bits of its own address AD.
[0103] As for the further following bit of the address
AD, the manual box PA transmit a "1"-level signal (active
level signal) and the signal line is at a "1" level (active
level). As a result, at this stage, the manual box PA con-
cludes that no other manual boxs having an address
lower than that of the manual box PA are trying to trans-
mit a signal over the signal line, and thus it continues to
transmit the following bits of its own address AD. The
above judgement and operation are performed repeat-
edly until the entire address AD has been transmitted.
[0104] As a result, only the address of the manual box
PA having the lowest address of the all is transmitted to
the fire alarming signal receiving device RE. Thus a col-
lision among device addresses can be prevented when
a plurality of manual boxs try to transmit their device ad-
dress to notify that they are activated. As shown in Fig.
4(4), the address data AD consisting of 8 bits of the man-
ual box PA is transmitted over the signal line following
the manual box calling pulse, which also serves as the
start bit, provided by the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE.
[0105] Alternatively, when plurality of manual boxes
try to transmit their address to notify that they are acti-
vated, only the highest address AD of the device ad-
dresses may be transmitted to the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE while inhibiting the transmission of
the other addresses. In any case, in the system includ-
ing a great number of terminal devices having a manual
box, when a plurality of manual boxes in activated states
are called at the same time, it is possible to determine
which terminal device is in an activated state without en-
countering a collision among signals returned back from
the terminal devices.
[0106] As described above, in the fire alarming sys-
tem according to the present embodiment of the inven-
tion in which a plurality of terminal devices such as fire
sensors, transmitters, manual boxs or other devices to
be controlled are connected to the receiving device,
when a plurality of manual boxs are activated, only one
of these activated manual boxs can transmit a signal to
the receiving device. In this system according to the
present embodiment, each manual box has priority de-
cision means for determining the degree of priority in

transmission of a signal to the receiving device relative
to other manual boxs which are trying to transmit a sig-
nal at the same time. More specifically, the priority de-
cision means determines which address is the lowest or
highest of a plurality of manual boxes in activated states
so that the address of a manual box regarded as having
the lowest or highest address is transmitted to the re-
ceiving device.
[0107] Thus, in the system having a great number of
terminal devices having a manual box according to the
present embodiment, when a plurality of manual boxs
in activated states are all called at the same time, it is
possible to determine which terminal devices have an
activated manual box without encountering a collision
among signals returned back from the terminal devices.
[0108] Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exam-
ple of the fire alarming signal receiving device RE used
in the present embodiment.
[0109] The fire alarming signal receiving device RE
includes a microprocessor MPU1, read only memories
ROM 11 to ROM 13, random access memories RAM 11
to RAM 19, interfaces IF11 to IF13, a signal transmitter/
receiver TRX1, a control panel OP, a display DP, and a
timer Tslt. The ROM 11 is used to store programs and
data used to perform the operation shown in the flow-
charts of Figs. 9 to 15. The ROM 12 is used to store a
terminal mapping table describing the correspondence
between the address (the group number and the termi-
nal number) and the terminal type indicating information
ID of each terminal device. The ROM 13 is used to store
an interlocking control table defining the relationship be-
tween the areas and the devices such as fire retarding
doors to be controlled when a fire occurs in a particular
area.
[0110] The RAM 11 is used as a work area. The RAM
12 is used to store a returning-back data D1 and a sec-
ondary checksum code SS returned back from a termi-
nal device in a group information acquisition frame dur-
ing a point polling operation. The RAM 12 includes a
RAM 121 for storing the returning-back data D1 and a
RAM 122 for storing the secondary checksum code SS.
The RAM 13 is used to store the addresses and the ter-
minal type indicating information ID of various terminal
devices.
[0111] In the initial setting operation, the address and
the terminal type indicating information ID of each ter-
minal device stored in the ROM 12 are loaded into the
RAM 13. If it is required to modify the address and the
terminal type indicating information ID as in the case
where some terminal devices are replaced or an addi-
tional device is connected to the system, the address
and the terminal type can be modified by operating the
control panel. If new terminal type indicating information
ID is returned in a group information acquisition frame
in a point polling operation, the terminal type indicating
information ID stored in the RAM 13 is updated by the
returned terminal type indicating information ID.
[0112] The RAM 14 is used to store an address AD,
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commands CM1 and CM2, and a primary checksum
code PS to be transmitted to terminal devices in the
above-described group information acquisition frame.
The RAM 14 includes a RAM 141 for storing the address
AD, a RAM 142 for storing the command CM1, a RAM
143 for storing the command CM2, and a RAM 144 for
storing the primary checksum code PS.
[0113] The RAM 15 is used to store the address of a
manual box which has transmitted a signal in a manual
box detection frame in point polling. The RAM 16 is used
to store transmission error detection variables fx for re-
spective addresses AD. The transmission error detec-
tion variable fx represents the number of transmission
errors detected for a terminal device having an address
AD equal to x wherein the number of transmission errors
is represented in a decimal form.
[0114] The RAM 17 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS to
be transmitted to a terminal device in a system polling
operation. The RAM 17 includes a RAM 171 for storing
the address AD, a RAM 172 for storing the command
CM1, and a RAM 173 for storing the command CM2.
[0115] The RAM 18 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS to
be transmitted to a terminal device in a selecting oper-
ation. The RAM 18 includes a RAM 181 for storing the
address AD, a RAM 182 for storing the command CM1,
and a RAM 183 for storing the primary checksum code
PS.
[0116] The RAM 19 is used to store a device address
DA, a returning-back data Da, and a secondary check-
sum code SS returned back from a terminal device in a
selecting operation. The RAM 19 includes a RAM 191
for storing the device address DA of the terminal device,
a RAM 192 for storing the returning-back data Da, and
a RAM 193 for storing the secondary checksum code
SS.
[0117] The timer Tslt is used to control the start time
and the end time of a slot in which status information is
received and the start time and the end time of a manual
box slot.
[0118] The interface IF11 is used to connect the con-
trol panel OP to the microprocessor MPU1. The inter-
face IF12 is used to connect the display DP to the mi-
croprocessor MPU1. The interface IF13 is used to con-
nect the signal transmitter/receiver TRX1 to the micro-
processor MPU1.
[0119] The signal transmitter/receiver TRX1 includes
a parallel-to-serial converter, a transmitter, a receiver,
and a serial-to-parallel converter. The control panel OP
includes a ten-key keyboard and various switches. The
display DP includes a CRT and various indication
lamps.
[0120] Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an analog
photoelectric fire sensor S as an example of a terminal
device used in the present embodiment.
[0121] The analog photoelectric fire sensor S in-
cludes: a microprocessor MPU2; read only memories

ROM 21 to ROM 22; random access memories RAM 21
to RAM 28; interfaces IF21 to IF26; a signal transmitter/
receiver TRX2; a light emitting diode LD serving as a
smoke detection light emitting device; a photodiode PD
serving as a photosensor; a clock generator CLK for
generating pulses at predetermined time intervals in re-
sponse to which the light emitting diode LD and the pho-
todiode PD are driven thereby performing a smoke
sensing operation; a light emitting diode LED serving as
an operation indicating lamp; a timer Td; a light emitting
diode driving circuit for driving the light emitting diode
LD so that it emits light with a desired optical power; a
photo detecting circuit PDC including an amplifier and
a sample-and-hold circuit; a light emitting diode driving
circuit LEDC for driving the operation indicating lamp
LED; and a fire test circuit TE for performing a fire test
by increasing the sensitivity of the photo sensing unit to
a predetermined level.
[0122] The ROM 21 is used to store programs and da-
ta for controlling the operations such as the point
processing, the system processing, and the selecting
operation. The ROM 22 is used to store the device ad-
dress (the higher digit thereof represents the group
number of the group to which the device belong, and the
lower digit represents the terminal device number) and
terminal type indicating information ID. Instead of the
ROM 22, a dip switch or the like may also be employed.
The RAM 21 provides a work area. The RAM 22 is used
to store information about the physical quantity corre-
sponding to the current amount of smoke. The RAM 23
is used to store an intragroup terminal device number
m and information indicating when the status informa-
tion regarding the terminal device should be transmitted
to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE (that is,
the slot assigned to the terminal device). The time when
the status information should be transmitted to the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE is calculated imme-
diately after the initial setting operation on the basis of
the intragroup terminal device number m indicated by
the lower digit of the device address. Hereinafter, the
above-described time is referred to as the data trans-
mission start time Tdm.
[0123] The RAM 24 is used to store an address AD,
commands CM1 and CM2, a primary checksum code
PS received from the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice RE in a group information acquisition frame in a
point polling operation. The RAM 24 includes a RAM
241 for storing the address AD, a RAM 242 for storing
the command CM1, a RAM 243 for storing the command
CM2, and a RAM 244 for storing the primary checksum
code PS.
[0124] The RAM 25 is used to store a returning-back
data D1 and a secondary checksum code SS to be re-
turned to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE in
a group information acquisition frame in a point polling
operation. The RAM 25 includes a RAM 251 for storing
the returning-back data D1 and a RAM 252 for storing
the secondary checksum code SS.
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[0125] The RAM 26 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS in
a system polling operation. The RAM 26 includes a RAM
261 for storing the address AD, a RAM 262 for storing
the command CM1, and a RAM 263 for storing the pri-
mary checksum code PS.
[0126] The RAM 27 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS in
a selecting operation. The RAM 27 includes a RAM 271
for storing the address AD, a RAM 272 for storing the
command CM1, and a RAM 273 for storing the primary
checksum code PS.
[0127] The RAM 28 is used to store the device ad-
dress DA of the fire sensor S, a returning-back data Da,
and a secondary checksum code SS which are returned
back in a selecting operation. The RAM 28 includes a
RAM 281 for storing the device address DA, a RAM 282
for storing the returning-back data Da, and a RAM 283
for storing the secondary checksum code SS.
[0128] The interface IF21 is used to couple the clock
CLK to the microprocessor MPU2. The interface IF22 is
used to couple the fire test circuit TE to the microproc-
essor MPU2. The interface IF23 is used to couple the
signal transmitter/receiver TRX2 to the microprocessor
MPU2. The interface IF24 is used to couple the photo
detecting circuit PDC to the microprocessor MPU2. The
interface IF25 is used to couple the light emitting diode
driving circuit LEDC to the microprocessor MPU2. The
interface IF26 is used to couple the smoke detection
light emitting diode driving circuit to the microprocessor
MPU2. The timer Td is used to control the timing of the
operation of returning back data. The signal transmitter/
receiver TRX2 is similar to the signal transmitter/receiv-
er TRX1.
[0129] The analog fire sensor S is not limited to the
photoelectric type sensor used in the above specific em-
bodiment, and other types of fire sensors such as those
of the heat sensing type, flame sensing type, gas sens-
ing type, and smell sensing type may also be employed.
In this case, the smoke detection light emitting diode LD
and the circuit LDC for driving it, and the photodiode PD
and the circuit PDC for receiving a signal from the pho-
todiode PD may be replaced by devices and circuits suit-
able for the particular type of the sensor employed. For
example, in the case of a heat-sensitive analog fire sen-
sor, a thermistor serving as heat sensing means and a
circuit for detecting a signal from the thermistor may be
employed. When a flame-sensitive analog fire sensor is
employed, it may include a burning-sensitive element or
a photodetector such as an ultraviolet photodetector
and a circuit for detecting a signal from the photodetec-
tor. A gas sensor and a circuit for detecting a signal from
it may be employed for a gas-sensitive analog fire sen-
sor, and a smell sensor and a circuit for detecting a sig-
nal from it may be employed for a smell-sensitive analog
fire sensor. The system may be constructed in the same
manner as the above embodiment except for the sensor
and the circuit for detecting a signal from it.

[0130] Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a trnsmitter
RP as an example of a terminal device used in the
present embodiment.
[0131] The transmitter RP includes: a microprocessor
MPU3; read only memories ROM 31 and ROM 32; ran-
dom access memories RAM 31 to RAM 38; interfaces
IF31 to IF38; a timer Td serving as a returning-back tim-
ing control timer for control the start timing of a data re-
turning operation; a fire alarm signal receiver FSR for
receiving a fire alarm signal from an on-off type fire sen-
sor connected to the transmitter RP; a fire test circuit TE
for performing a fire test by increasing the sensitivity of
the photo sensing part of the on-off type fire sensor con-
nected to the transmitter up to a predetermined level; a
local-area audible-alarm controller LAC for controlling
the local bell (not shown); a CL control circuit CLR for
controlling the CL line (not shown) of the transmitter; a
smoke shutting-off control circuit BHR for controlling the
opening-and-closing operation of a fire retarding door D
(not shown); an SCI shutting-off control circuit SCR for
controlling the on-off operation of the transmitter RP and
a power supply connected to an end of a signal line; a
voice alarm control circuit BAC for controlling a voice
alarm via a loud speaker (not shown); and a signal trans-
mitter/receiver TRX3.
[0132] The ROM 31 is used to store programs and da-
ta used in the operation shown in the flowcharts of Figs.
10 to 12. The ROM 32 is used to store the device ad-
dress (the higher digit thereof represents the group
number of the group to which the device belong, and the
lower digit represents the terminal device number) and
terminal type indicating information ID. Instead of the
ROM 32, a dip switch or the like may also be employed.
[0133] The RAM 31 provides a work area. The RAM
32 is used to store the current status information (rep-
resenting for example whether or not the on-off type fire
sensor F is transmitting a signal indicating an event of
a fire). The RAM 33 is used to store the information in-
dicating when the status information regarding the ter-
minal device having an intragroup terminal device
number m should be transmitted to the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device RE (that is, the information about
the slot assigned to the terminal device). Hereinafter,
the above-described timing is referred to as the data
transmission start time Tdm. The timing in terms of when
the status information should be transmitted to the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE is calculated imme-
diately after an initial setting operation, which will be de-
scribed later, on the basis of the terminal device number
indicated by the lower digit of the device address.
[0134] The RAM 34 is used to store an address AD,
commands CM1 and CM2, a primary checksum code
PS received from the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice RE in a group information acquisition frame in a
point polling operation, wherein the RAM 34 includes a
RAM 341 for storing the address AD, a RAM 342 for
storing the command CM1, a RAM 343 for storing the
command CM2, and a RAM 344 for storing the primary
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checksum code PS. The RAM 35 is used to store a re-
turning-back data D1 and a secondary checksum code
SS to be returned to the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE in a group information acquisition frame in a
point polling operation, wherein the RAM 35 includes a
RAM 351 for storing the returning-back data D1, and a
RAM 352 for storing the secondary checksum code SS.
[0135] The RAM 36 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS in
a system polling operation, wherein the RAM 36 in-
cludes a RAM 361 for storing the address AD, a RAM
362 for storing the command CM1, and a RAM 363 for
storing the primary checksum code PS.
[0136] The RAM 37 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS in
a selecting operation, wherein the RAM 37 includes a
RAM 371 for storing the address AD, a RAM 372 for
storing the command CM1, and a RAM 373 for storing
the primary checksum code PS.
[0137] The RAM 38 is used to store the device ad-
dress DA of the terminal device, a returning-back data
Da, and a secondary checksum code SS returned back
from the terminal device in a selecting operation, where-
in the RAM 38 includes a RAM 381 for storing the ad-
dress DA, a RAM 382 for storing the returning-back data
Da, and a RAM 383 for storing the secondary checksum
code SS.
[0138] The interface IF31 is used to connect the fire
alarm signal receiver FSR to the microprocessor MPU3.
The interface IF32 is used to connect the fire test circuit
TE to the microprocessor MPU3. The interface IF33 is
used to connect the local-area audible-alarm controller
LAC to the microprocessor MPU3. The interface IF34 is
used to connect the control circuit CLR between CL to
the microprocessor MPU3. The interface IF35 is used
to connect the smoke shutting-off control circuit BHR to
the microprocessor MPU3. The interface IF36 is used
to connect the SCI shutting-off control circuit SCR to the
microprocessor MPU3. The interface IF37 is used to
connect the voice alarm control circuit BAC to the mi-
croprocessor MPU3. The interface IF38 is used to con-
nect the signal transmitter/receiver TRX3 to the micro-
processor MPU3. The signal transmitter/receiver TRX3
is similar to the signal transmitter/receiver TRX1. Al-
though in the above specific embodiment, the on-off
type fire sensor, the local bell, the fire retarding door, the
loud speaker are all connected to one trnsmitter, only
any one of these devices may also be connected to the
transmitter.
[0139] Fig. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a manual
box P used in the present embodiment.
[0140] The manual box P includes: a microprocessor
MPU4; read only memories ROM 41 and ROM 42; ran-
dom access memories RAM 41 to RAM 49; interfaces
IF41 to IF43; a signal transmitter/receiver TRX4; a
switch SW of the push button type which will be operated
when a fire occurs; a light emitting diode LED serving
as a response lamp; a light emitting diode driving circuit

LEDC for driving the response lamp LED; and a bit timer
Tb.
[0141] The ROM 41 is used to store programs and da-
ta used in the operation shown in the flowcharts of Figs.
18 and 19. The ROM 42 is used to store the device ad-
dress wherein the higher digit thereof represents the
group number and the lower digit represents the termi-
nal device number. Instead of the ROM 42, a dip switch
or the like may also be employed.
[0142] The RAM 41 provides a work area. The RAM
42 is used to store the information representing the cur-
rent operation status. The RAM 43 is used to store the
information representing the timing in terms of when the
information representing the operation status should be
transmitted to the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE in the operation shown in Figs. 18 and 19. As in the
case of the analog photoelectric fire sensor, the above
timing is calculated immediately after the initial setting
operation on the basis of the intragroup terminal device
number m indicated by the lower digit of the device ad-
dress. The RAM 44 is used to store the device address
which will be transmitted when the manual box is acti-
vated in the operation shown in Figs. 18 and 19.
[0143] The RAM 45 is used to store an address AD,
commands CM1 and CM2, a primary checksum code
PS received from the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice RE in a group information acquisition frame in a
point polling operation, wherein the RAM45 includes a
RAM 451 for storing the address AD, a RAM 452 for
storing the command CM1, a RAM 453 for storing the
command CM2, and a RAM 454 for storing the primary
checksum code PS.
[0144] The RAM 46 is used to store a returning-back
data D1 and a secondary checksum code SS returned
back to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE in
a group information acquisition frame during a point poll-
ing operation, wherein RAM 46 includes a RAM 461 for
storing the returning-back data D1, and a RAM 462 for
storing the secondary checksum code SS.
[0145] The RAM 47 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS re-
ceived from the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
in a system polling operation, wherein the RAM 47 in-
cludes a RAM 471 for storing the address AD, a RAM
472 for storing the command CM1, and a RAM 473 for
storing the primary checksum code PS.
[0146] The RAM 48 is used to store an address AD,
a command CM1, and a primary checksum code PS re-
ceived from the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
in a selecting operation, wherein the RAM 48 includes
a RAM 481 for storing the address AD, a RAM 482 for
storing the command CM1, and a RAM 483 for storing
the primary checksum code PS.
[0147] The RAM 49 is used to store a device address
DA, a returning-back data Da, and a secondary check-
sum code SS returned back to the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE in a selecting operation, wherein
the RAM 49 includes a RAM 491 for storing the device
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address DA, a RAM 492 for storing the returning-back
data Da, a RAM 493 for storing the secondary checksum
code SS.
[0148] The interface IF41 is used to connect the signal
transmitter/receiver TRX4 to the microprocessor MPU4.
The interface IF42 is used to connect the switch SW of
the push button type to the microprocessor MPU4. The
interface IF43 is used to connect the light emitting diode
driving circuit LEDC serving as the response lamp to the
microprocessor MPU4.
[0149] The signal transmitter/receiver TRX4 is similar
to the signal transmitter/receiver TRX1. The bit timer Tb
serves as a control timer for preventing a collision be-
tween a manual box calling pulse which will be de-
scribed later and an address transmission signal.
[0150] The operation of the fire alarming signal receiv-
ing device RE according to the present embodiment will
be described in further detail below.
[0151] Fig. 9 is a system flow chart illustrating the op-
eration of the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
according to the present embodiment.
[0152] First, the fire alarm system is started by turning
on the power supply thereof. Then initial setting is per-
formed (step S1) in which the transmission error detec-
tion variables fx are set for example to "0" for all address-
es. After that, it is judges whether a human operator has
issued a selecting command telling for example that an
indication lamp should be turned off, via the control pan-
el OP of the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
(step S2). If no selecting command is input in step S2,
the process goes to step S3 so as to judge whether the
human operator has issued a system polling command
via the control panel OP of the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE. If no system polling command is in-
put in step S3, a point polling operation is performed in
step S4 and then the process returns to step S2 so as
to repeat the above operation (steps S2 to S4).
[0153] In the case where it is concluded in step S2
that the operator has input a selecting command such
as an indication lamp turn-off command, the process
goes to step S6 and performs the selecting operation.
If it is concluded in step S3 that the operator has input
a system polling command, then the process goes to
step S5 and performs the system polling operation. On
the other hand, if it is concluded in step S3 that no com-
mand is input by the operator via the control panel OP,
the process goes to step S4 and performs the point poll-
ing operation.
[0154] The specific operation in the polling or select-
ing operation is designated by the particular command
input by the operator via the control panel OP of the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE. The specific con-
tents of the address AD, the commands CM1, the com-
mand CM2, and the primary checksum code PS are de-
termined according to the above particular command in-
put, and the corresponding polling or selecting operation
is performed.
[0155] Figs. 10 to 12 are flowcharts illustrating the de-

tails of the point polling operation performed in step S4
of Fig. 9.
[0156] In these figures, the operation in a "group in-
formation acquisition frame" is performed substantially
in steps S401 to S426, and the operation in a "manual
box detection frame" is performed substantially in steps
S427 to S433.
[0157] First, a polling command (AD = FFh), a state
information transmission request command (CM1 =
01h) in a point polling operation, a group designation
code (for example CM2 = 00h) in the point polling oper-
ation are stored in the RAM 141, RAM 142, and RAM
143, respectively (step S401 to S403).
[0158] Then the address AD and the commands CM1
and CM2 stored in the RAM 141 to RAM 143 are added
together thereby obtaining a primary checksum code PS
(step S404). The obtained primary checksum code PS
is stored in the RAM 144 (step S405). The address AD,
the commands CM1 and CM2, and the primary check-
sum code PS stored in the RAM 141 to RAM 144 are
transmitted one by one via the signal transmitter/receiv-
er TRX1. The control timer Tslt is then started (step
S407). Furthermore, m is reset to 0 (step S408) wherein
m is a hexadecimal number indicating the intragroup ter-
minal device number. If the timer Tslt has already been
started before step S408, the timer Tslt is reset and re-
started.
[0159] Then it is judged whether the control timer Tslt
indicates that the slot start time Tsm has come for re-
ceiving the returning-back data D1 and the secondary
checksum code SS from the terminal device having an
intragroup terminal device number equal to m (step
S409), A subscript m of the slot start time Tsm indicates
the intragroup terminal device number. If the control tim-
er Tslt indicates that the slot start time Tsm has come
(step S409), then the receiving operation is enabled
(step S410).
[0160] On the other hand, if the control timer Tslt in-
dicates that the slot start time Tsm has not come yet, the
process remains in step S409 until the slot start time
Tsm has come. Until the control timer Tslt indicates that
the slot start time Tsm has come, the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE does nothing to terminal devices
(that is, the process enters a first waiting field WF1). If
the receiving operation becomes enabled, and if a re-
turning-back data D1 from a terminal device has arrived
within a first time period T1 (step S411 and S434), the
returning-back data D1 is stored in the RAM 121 (step
S412).
[0161] The first time period T1 is a period from the
above slot start time Tsm to the slot start time Tsm+1
assigned to a terminal device having an intragroup ter-
minal device number (m + 1) which is greater by 1 than
the intragroup terminal device number of the terminal
device of interest. The judgement of whether the first
time period T1 has elapsed is made by the above control
timer Tslt (S434).
[0162] If a secondary checksum code SS from the ter-
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minal device has arrived within a second time period T2
(step S413 and S435), the secondary checksum code
SS is stored in the RAM 122 (step S414).
[0163] Herein the second time period T2 is defined as
a period from the above slot start time Tsm to the slot
end time Tem assigned to a terminal device having an
intragroup terminal device number m. The judgement of
whether the second time period T2 has elapsed is also
made by the above control timer Tslt (S435). To deter-
mine whether the signal from the terminal device has
arrived at the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
without an error, a sum checking operation is performed
using the secondary checksum code SS stored in the
RAM 122.
[0164] That is, the address AD, the commands CM1
and CM2, the primary checksum code PS, and the re-
turning-back data D1 are read from RAM 141 to RAM
144 and RAM 121, respectively (step S414 to S419). A
secondary calculation code SC1 is then determined by
adding together the address AD, the commands CM1
and CM2, the returning-back data D1, and the primary
checksum code PS (step S420).
[0165] It is judged whether the obtained secondary
calculation code SC1 is equal to the secondary check-
sum code SS stored in the RAM 122 (step S422). If the
result of the judgement in step S422 is positive, then the
received data can be regarded as having no error. If the
above point polling operation is first execution (step
S423), the receiving operation is disabled because the
transmission error detection variable fx is equal to 0
(steps S423 and S424). Thus the acquisition of data
from the terminal device whose intragroup terminal de-
vice number is equal to m is completed. If there is some
data being received at this point in time, the data is dis-
carded.
[0166] Then m is incremented by 1 (step S425), the
above operation is repeated (steps S409 to S424) there-
by acquiring a returning-back data D1 and a secondary
checksum code SC1 from a terminal device having an
intragroup terminal device equal to m + 1. The above
operation is performed repeatedly (steps S409 to S426)
until m has reached 10h. If m becomes greater than 10h
(step S426), that is, if the acquisition of the returning-
back data D1 and the secondary checksum code SS are
completed for all 16 terminal devices in the group, the
process goes to step S427.
[0167] In this way, the returning-back data D1 of the
terminal devices belonging to one group are transmitted
device by device in slots assigned to the respective ter-
minal devices and thus the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE acquires a set of group information.
[0168] In the case where the returning-back data D1
from the terminal device having the x-th address number
cannot be received within the predetermined time period
Tsm+1 (S434), a no-reply handling process is performed
for the terminal device having the x-th address number
(S436). In the no-reply handing process, the transmis-
sion error detection variable fx for the terminal device

having the x-th address number is incremented by 1. If
the transmission error detection variable fx becomes for
example 3, an error indication is given on the display DP
of the fire alarming signal receiving device RE (thereby
notifying that an error has occurred). The variables fx
used to indicate the number of detected errors are
stored in the RAM 16 for each address. Also in the case
where the secondary checksum code SS from the ter-
minal device having x-th address number cannot be re-
ceived within the predetermined time period Tem
(S435), the transmission error detection variable fx is
incremented by 1 and a no-reply handling process is
performed (S436). If the transmission error detection
variable fx reaches 3, an error indication is given on the
display DP of the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE (thereby notifying that an error has occurred). As in
the previous case, the transmission error detection var-
iables fx are stored in the RAM 16 for each address. If
the secondary calculation code SC1 is not equal to the
secondary checksum code SS in step S422 (that is, if
the result of the sum checking operation is invalid), then
an error handling process is performed (S437). In the
error handling process, as in the no-reply handling proc-
ess, the transmission error detection variable fx is incre-
mented by 1. If the transmission error detection variable
fx reaches 3, an error indication is given on the display
DP of the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
(thereby notifying that an error has occurred). The trans-
mission error detection variables fx are stored in the
RAM 16 for each address.
[0169] In the second execution and also in the further
subsequent executions of the point polling operation, it
is judged in step S423 whether or not the transmission
error detection variable fx is equal to 0 (that is, it is
judged whether the value fx stored in the RAM 16 is
equal to 0 thereby judging whether a no-reply handling
process or an error handling process has been per-
formed for the terminal device of interest in the polling
operations before the present execution). If no error was
detected in the previous execution (that is, if fx is equal
to 0) (S423), the receiving operation is disabled (S424).
[0170] On the other hand, if it is concluded in step
S423 that an error was detected in the previous execu-
tion (that is, if the transmission error detection variable
fx is not equal to 0), the transmission error detection var-
iable fx is reset to 0 (step S438). Therefore, unless a no-
reply handling process or an error handling process is
performed three times in succession, an error indication
is not given (an indication notifying that a transmission
error has occurred is not given). The transmission error
detection variable fx reset to 0 are stored again in the
RAM 16 at the corresponding address.
[0171] In the fire alarming system according to above
embodiment, a plurality of terminal devices such as fire
sensors, trnsmitters, manual boxes, and/or other devic-
es to be controlled are connected to a fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device, and the fire alarming system fur-
ther includes: transmission error detecting means for
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detecting a transmission error when any of the plurality
of terminal devices has a transmission error or a non-
reply error; storage means for storing the number of
times that the transmission error occurs; and transmis-
sion error indicating means for indicating that a trans-
mission error has occurred when the number of times
that the transmission error occurs stored in said storage
means becomes greater than a predetermined number.
[0172] Furthermore, in the fire alarming system ac-
cording to the above embodiment, a plurality of terminal
devices such as fire sensors, trnsmitters, manual boxes,
and/or other devices to be controlled are connected to
a fire alarming signal receiving device, and the fire
alarming system is characterized in that even when
some terminal device has a transmission error, a polling
operation is continued without being terminated.
[0173] With the above arrangement, even if a trans-
mission error occurs during a point polling operation and
thus if a no-reply handling process or an error handling
process is performed, it is possible to continue the point
polling operation. Therefore, the transmission error
does not cause an increase in the total time required to
perform the polling operation for the entire terminal de-
vices.
[0174] Now, the operation in a "manual box detection
frame" (performed substantially in steps S427 to S433)
will be described below. First, the microprocessor MPU1
judges whether the control timer Tslt indicates that the
manual box slot start time Tp has come (step S427). If
it is concluded in step S427 that the control timer Tslt
indicates that the manual box slot start time Tp has
come, a manual box detection frame is started, and the
receiving operation is enabled in step S428. A manual
box calling pulse PC is transmitted from the signal trans-
mitter/receiver TRX1 (step S429).
[0175] The manual box calling pulse PC also serves
as a start bit for the data transmission from a manual
box P to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE. By
the fire-alerting-device calling pulse PC, not only the
manual boxs in one group but the manual boxs of all
groups are called. Therefore, the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE can acquire the address ADp of a
manual box P in an activated state for all groups.
[0176] If the address ADp of a manual box P in an
activated state is received within a third time period T3
(S430, S439), the obtained address ADp is stored in the
RAM 15 (S431), and the display on the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device RE indicates that the manual box
P has detected an event of a fire and also indicates the
address of that manual box P (S432). The command
(group designation code) CM2 is then incremented by
1, and the result is stored in the RAM 143 (S433). In this
case, the previous content of the group designation
code CM2 is deleted. Herein the "third time period" T3
refers to a period from a manual box slot start time Tp
to a manual box slot end time Tep. The control timer Tslt
monitors the elapse of time and determines whether the
third time period T3 has elapsed.

[0177] If the control timer Tslt concludes that the
elapsed time has not reached the manual box slot end
time Tep (S439), the control timer Tslt waits until the
elapsed time has reached the manual box slot end time
Tep (S430).
[0178] If the address ADp of a manual box P in an
activated state does not arrive at the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE within the third time period T3
(S430, S439), the group designation code CM2 is incre-
mented by 1 and the result is stored in the RAM 143
(S433). Also in this case, the previous content of the
group designation code CM2 is deleted.
[0179] If in the above step S433, the group designa-
tion code becomes equal to the last group number, it is
reset to the first group number.
[0180] In this way, the addresses ADp of all manual
boxs P in all groups are returned as the activated man-
ual box address information to the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE in the manual box slot and thus the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE acquires the in-
formation. Then the group designation code (command)
CM2 is incremented by 1 (S433), and the process enters
a second waiting field WF2 (not shown) in which the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE does nothing to ter-
minal devices. After the second waiting field WF2, the
microprocessor MPU1 returns the process to step S2.
If neither a selecting command nor a system polling
command is issued (S2, S3), the point polling operation
including the group information acquisition frame is per-
formed for the group having the next group number, that
is group number 1 in this case.
[0181] The variations in the transmission timing of the
returning-back data D1 and the secondary checksum
code SS returned back from the respective terminal de-
vices are absorbed in the above-described second wait-
ing field WF2. The above tolerance in terms of the signal
transmission facilitates the processing requirements of
terminal devices, and also makes it possible to achieve
synchronization associated with the transmission byte
frame.
[0182] The point polling operation including the
"group information acquisition frame" and the "manual
box detection frame" is performed sequentially for the
groups 2, 3,..., 15. After completion of the above point
polling operation for acquiring the status information, the
terminal type indicating information ID is acquired by
performing the point polling operation in which instead
of the state information transmission request command
(CM1 = 01h) a terminal type identification information
transmission request command (CM1 = 00h) as well as
an address AD and a command CM2 is transmitted by
the fire alarming signal receiving device RE. That is, the
point polling operation including a "group information
acquisition frame" and a "manual box detection frame"
is performed sequentially for the groups 0, 1, 2, 3,...,15.
[0183] This point polling operation is performed in
substantially the same manner as the above-described
point polling operation including the "group information
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acquisition frame" for acquiring the status information
except that instead of the status information, the termi-
nal type indicating information ID is transmitted as the
returning-back data D1. After completion of the above
point polling operation, the point polling operation in-
cluding the "group information acquisition frame" and
the "manual box detection frame" for acquiring the sta-
tus information and the point polling operation including
the "group information acquisition frame" and the "man-
ual box detection frame" for acquiring the terminal type
indicating information ID are performed alternately.
[0184] Alternatively, the fire alarming signal receiving
device RE may further include a transmission frame
length control timer Tf and the transmission frame length
control timer Tf may be started before step S2 so that
the processes from step S2 to step S433 is performed
before an overflow occurs in the transmission frame
length control timer Tf. In the case where the second
waiting field WF2 is not completed within the above time
period, the point polling which is in process for a partic-
ular group is forcibly stopped, and the group designation
code CM2 is incremented by 1 and the point polling op-
eration for the next group is started.
[0185] Via the above operation, the status information
of the terminal devices of the groups G0 to G15 is ac-
quired from a group to another. Furthermore, in the
above operation, it is possible to acquire the addresses
of all manual boxs in activated states of all groups only
by executing the point polling once. On the basis of the
acquired data, the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE can determine which terminal device has detected
an event of a fire.
[0186] Although in the above embodiment, the point
polling operation including the "group information acqui-
sition frame" and the "manual box detection frame" for
acquiring the status information and the point polling op-
eration including the "group information acquisition
frame" and the "manual box detection frame" for acquir-
ing the terminal type indicating information ID are per-
formed alternately, only the point polling operation in-
cluding the "group information acquisition frame" and
the "manual box detection frame" for acquiring the sta-
tus information may be performed in a normal state, and
the point polling operation including the "group informa-
tion acquisition frame" and the "manual box detection
frame" for acquiring the terminal type indicating informa-
tion ID is performed only when a human operator issues
a command via the control panel OP thereby telling the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE to perform the
point polling operation including the "group information
acquisition frame" and the "manual box detection frame"
for acquiring the terminal type indicating information ID.
After acquiring the terminal type indicating information
ID for all terminal devices, the process may return to the
routine in which only the point polling operation including
the "group information acquisition frame" and the "man-
ual box detection frame" for acquiring the status infor-
mation is performed.

[0187] In the above "point polling" operation for ac-
quiring the terminal type indicating information ID, the
manual box detection frame may be skipped.
[0188] Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a specific op-
eration performed when an operator inputs a command
via the control panel OP to tell the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE to perform a system polling opera-
tion.
[0189] If the above command is input via the control
panel OP in step S5, a system polling operation is start-
ed and an address AD and a command CM1 are stored
in the RAM 171 and RAM 172, respectively (steps S501
and S502). A primary checksum code PS is then deter-
mined by adding together the address AD and the com-
mand CM1 (S503). The resultant primary checksum
code PS is stored in the RAM 173 (S504).
[0190] The address AD, the command CM1, and the
primary checksum code PS stored in the RAM 171 to
RAM 173 are sequentially transmitted via the signal
transmitter/receiver TRX1 (S505). After the transmis-
sion, the address AD, the command CM1, and the pri-
mary checksum code PS are removed from RAM 17 so
as to prevent these data from being transmitted again
(S506). Then the process returns to step S2 of Fig. 9.
[0191] Although in the above embodiment, terminal
devices do not respond when the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE transmits the address AD, the com-
mand CM1, and the primary checksum code PS, termi-
nal devices may transmit a response signal D1 telling
that the command CM1 from the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE has been received and may further
transmit a secondary checksum code SS used by the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE to determine
whether the transmission from terminal devices to the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE has been per-
formed successfully without an error, as in the point poll-
ing operation illustrated above with reference to Figs.
10 to 12.
[0192] Figs. 14 and 15 are flowcharts illustrating a
specific operation performed when an operator inputs a
command via the control panel OP to tell the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device RE to perform a selecting op-
eration.
[0193] If the above command is input via the control
panel OP in step S6, a system polling operation is start-
ed and an address AD and a command CM1 are stored
in the RAM 181 and RAM 182, respectively (steps S601
and S602). A primary checksum code PS is then deter-
mined by adding together the address AD and the com-
mand CM1 (S603). The resultant primary checksum
code PS is stored in the RAM 183 (S604). The address
AD, the command CM1, and the primary checksum
code PS stored in the RAM 181 to RAM 183 are sequen-
tially transmitted via the signal transmitter/receiver
TRX1 (S605).
[0194] The control timer Tslt is then started (S606).
The control timer Tslt monitors the elapse of time and
determines whether or not it is a start time T4 of a slot
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in which the device address DA, a returning-back data
Da, and a secondary checksum code SS are received
from the terminal device having an intragroup terminal
device number equal to m (step S607). If the control tim-
er Tslt indicates that the above slot start time T4 has
come (S607), the receiving operation is enabled (S608).
[0195] On the other hand, if the control timer Tslt in-
dicates that the slot start time T4 has not come yet
(S608), the process waits in step S609 until the control
timer indicates that the slot start time T4 has come. Until
the control timer Tslt indicates that the slot start time T4
has come, the process remains in a first waiting field
WF1 in which the fire alarming signal receiving device
RE does nothing to terminal devices. If the device ad-
dress DA has arrived from the terminal device having
that device address within a predetermined time period
T5 (S609, S623), the received device address DA of the
terminal device is stored in the RAM 191 (S610), where-
in the judgement of whether the predetermined time pe-
riod T5 has elapsed is made by the above control timer
Tslt. After that, if the returning-back data Da has been
received from the terminal device within the predeter-
mined time period T6 (S611, S624), the received return-
ing-back data Da is stored in the RAM 192 (S612). The
judgement of whether the predetermined time period T6
has elapsed is also made by the above control timer Tslt.
Furthermore, if the secondary checksum code SS has
been received from the terminal device within the pre-
determined time period T7 (S613, S625), the received
secondary checksum code SS is stored in the RAM 193
(S614), wherein the judgement of whether the predeter-
mined time period T7 has elapsed is also made by the
above control timer Tslt.
[0196] To determine whether the signal from the ter-
minal device has arrived at the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE without an error, a sum checking op-
eration is performed using the secondary checksum
code SS stored in the RAM 193. That is, the address
AD, the command CM1, the primary checksum code PS,
the device address DA of the terminal device, and the
returning-back data Da are read from the RAM 181 -
RAM 183, RAM 191, and RAM 192, respectively (step
S615 to S619). A secondary calculation code SC2 is
then determined by adding together the address AD, the
commands CM1, the primary checksum code PS, the
device address DA of the terminal device,and the re-
turning-back data Da (step S620).
[0197] Then it is judged whether the obtained second-
ary calculation code SC2 is equal to the secondary
checksum code SS stored in the RAM 193 (step S621).
If the result of the sum checking operation is positive,
then the received data is regarded as having no error
(S621), and the receiving operation is disabled (S622).
Then the process returns to step S2 of Fig. 9.
[0198] In the case where the device address DA can-
not be received from the terminal device within the pre-
determined time period T5 (S609, S623), a no-reply
handling process is performed in step S626 (an error

indication is given on the display DP of the fire alarming
signal receiving device RE thereby notifying that no re-
ply has arrived).
[0199] Also in the case where the returning-back data
Da from the terminal device has not arrived within the
predetermined time period T6 (S624) or the secondary
checksum code SS from the terminal device has not ar-
rived within the predetermined time period T7 (S625),
the no-reply handling process is performed (an error in-
dication is given on the display DP of the fire alarming
signal receiving device RE thereby notifying that a trans-
mission error has occurred) (S626).
[0200] If the secondary calculation code SC2 is not
equal to the secondary checksum code SS in step S621
(that is, if the result of the sum checking operation is
invalid), then an error handling process is performed (an
error indication is given on the display DP of the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE thereby notifying
that a transmission error has occurred) (S627).
[0201] Also in the case where either the no-reply han-
dling process is performed (S626) or the error handling
process is performed (S627), the receiving operation is
disabled (S622), and the process returns to step S2 of
Fig. 9.
[0202] Fig. 16 is a main flowchart illustrating the op-
eration of a trnsmitter RP as an example of a terminal
device used in the present embodiment.
[0203] First, initial setting is performed (step U1) and
the data transmission timing (data transmission start
time Tdm) is calculated from the intragroup terminal de-
vice number in the group to which that device belongs
(step U2). If there is a received signal (U3), the address
AD, the commands CM1 and CM2, and the primary
checksum code PS are stored in the RAM 341 to RAM
344, respectively (steps U4 to U7).
[0204] A primary calculation code SC3 is determined
by adding together the address AD, and the commands
CM1 and CM2 stored in the RAM 341 to RAM 343 (U8).
Then it is judged whether the obtained primary calcula-
tion code SC3 is equal to the primary checksum code
PS (step U9). If the checksum code PS in terms of the
received signal is valid (step U9), the transmission is re-
garded as valid and then it is judged whether or not the
content of the address AD is a polling command (step
U10). If it is a polling command, then it is further judged
whether or not the content of the command CM1 is a
point processing command (step U11). If it is a point
processing command (CM1 = 0Xh), the designated
point processing command is performed (step U12).
[0205] If it is concluded in step U10 that the content
of the address AD is not a polling command (AD ≠ FF),
then a selecting process is performed (step U14).
[0206] On the other hand, if it is concluded in step U11
that the command CM1 is not a point processing com-
mand (CM1 ≠ 0Xh), then a system processing is per-
formed (step U13).
[0207] If there is no received signal (step U3), the sta-
tus information is acquired (step U15) and the obtained
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status information is stored in the RAM 32. At this point
in time, if the RAM 32 includes data for the previous 5
executions, then the oldest status data is removed
(steps U16 and U17).
[0208] In the case where an on-off type fire sensor F
or a gas leakage sensor G is connected to the transmit-
ter, the transmitter acquires the status information by
checking whether there is a fire alarming signal or a gas
leakage alarming signal. In the case where a fire door
D is connected to the transmitter, the transmitter ac-
quires the status information by checking whether the
signal produced by the fire door D is an open-state sig-
nal indicating that the door is in an open state or a
closed-state signal indicating that the door is in a closed
state. On the other hand, when a local bell B is connect-
ed to the transmitter, the transmitter acquires the status
information by checking whether there is a ringing-state
signal indicating that the local bell B is in a ringing state.
[0209] The operation for a photoelectric fire sensor S
and a manual box P is also performed in a similar man-
ner.
[0210] In the case where no command CM2 is trans-
mitted from the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
as is in the system polling operation and the selection
operation, the operation is performed in a similar man-
ner except that step U6 is not performed.
[0211] In the sum checking operation described
above, different combinations of codes, which should
result in different sums, can have an equal sum. For ex-
ample, if an equal address is assigned to two different
terminal devices, the checksum can be equal for these
two terminal devices.
[0212] In the case where an equal address is as-
signed to different terminal devices, these terminal de-
vices transmit their data to the receiving device at the
same time. If the data D1 transmitted from these differ-
ent terminal devices are equal to each other, no problem
occurs. However the data D1 are different from each
other, a problem occurs as described below.
[0213] Assume that the 0th bit of the returning-back
data D1 is assigned to a fire alarming bit, and the 0th bit
is set to "1" when a fire occurs while the 0th bit is set to
"0" when there is no fire. If a collision occurs between
fire alarming bits of "1" and "0", then the result on the
signal line L becomes "0". Therefore, if one of terminal
devices assigned the same address detects an event of
a fire while the other one detects no fire, the former ter-
minal device transmits a "1" at the 0th bit and the latter
terminal device transmits a "0" at the 0th bit. Thus, a
collision occurs between the "1" and "0", and the result
on the signal line L becomes "0". As a result, the fire
alarming signal receiving device receives the data hav-
ing "0" at the 0th bit, and concludes that no fire is de-
tected at the terminal devices assigned the same ad-
dress. Therefore, in the case where only one of the two
terminal devices having the same address detects an
event of fire, the fire alarming signal cannot arrive at the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE.

[0214] To avoid the above problem, the reporting sig-
nal may be transmitted over the signal line L after invert-
ing it. The fire alarming signal receiving device RE in-
verts the received signal into the original form. This en-
sures that a fire alarming signal can arrive at the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE even when only one
of two terminal devices having the same address de-
tects an event of a fire.
[0215] In the fire alarming system according to the
above embodiment, as described above, a plurality of
terminal devices including fire sensors, transmitters,
manual boxes, and/or other devices to be controlled are
connected via a signal line to a receiving device, and
the fire alarming signal receiving device polls the plural-
ity of terminal devices thereby acquiring terminal device
information from the terminal devices, making decision,
displaying information, and/or controlling the terminal
devices, wherein the fire alarming system is character-
ized in that it further includes: first signal inverting
means disposed at a node between the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device and the signal line; and second sig-
nal inverting means disposed at a node between each
terminal device and the signal line.
[0216] Furthermore, in the above embodiment, the
fire alarming signal receiving device includes: primary
sum code generating means for generating a primary
sum code by adding together an address code and a
command code to be transmitted to the terminal devic-
es; and first transmission means for transmitting the ad-
dress code, the command code, and the primary sum
code; each said terminal device includes: first sum code
generating means for generating a first sum code by
adding together the address code and the command
code received from the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice; first judgement means for judging whether the first
sum code is equal to the primary sum code received
from the fire alarming signal receiving device; second-
ary sum code generating means for generating a sec-
ondary sum code by adding together returning-back da-
ta to be returned to the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice, the address code received from the fire alarming
signal receiving device, the command code received
from the fire alarming signal receiving device, and the
primary sum code received from the fire alarming signal
receiving device, the secondary sum code being gener-
ated when the first sum code is equal to the primary sum
code; and second transmission means for transmitting
the returning-back data and the secondary sum code to
the fire alarming signal receiving device; and the fire
alarming signal receiving device further includes: sec-
ond sum code generating means for generating a sec-
ond sum code by adding together said returning-back
data received from the terminal, said address code to
be transmitted to the terminal device, the command
code to be transmitted to the terminal device, and the
primary sum code to be transmitted to the terminal de-
vice; and second judgement means for judging whether
the second sum code is equal to the secondary sum
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code received from the terminal device.
[0217] In the above embodiment, the addresses AD
and DA are examples of the address code, the com-
mands CM1 and CM2 are examples of the command
code, and the returning-back data D1 and Da are exam-
ples of the above-described returning-back data.
[0218] Furthermore, in the above embodiment, the
primary sum code may be modified so as not to be in-
cluded in that summing object when a secondary sum
code and a second sum code are generated.
[0219] Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating the point
processing operation of the transmitter RP according to
the present embodiment.
[0220] The microprocessor MPU3 judges whether the
group to which the microprocessor MPU3 belongs is
called, by comparing the group number of the group to
the lower digit of the command CM2 (step U101). If the
microprocessor MPU3 concludes that the group to
which the microprocessor MPU3 belongs is called, the
status information is transmitted to the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device RE as follows.
[0221] To determine the specific operation to be per-
formed in the point processing, the microprocessor
MPU3 judges whether the received command CM1 is a
state information transmission request (step U102). If
the received command CM1 is a state information trans-
mission request, the microprocessor MPU3 reads the
current status information from RAM 32, and stores it as
a returning-back data D1 in the RAM 351 (step U103).
Then the microprocessor MPU3 starts the returning-
back timing control timer Td (step U104). If the timer Td
has already been started (U104), the timer Td is reset
and restarted.
[0222] The microprocessor MPU3 judges whether the
control timer Td indicates that the data transmission
start time Tdm has come (step U105). The subscript m
of the data transmission start time Tdm indicates the in-
tragroup terminal device number. If it is concluded in
step U105 that the control timer Td indicates that the
data transmission start time Tdm has come, the codes
of the address AD, the command CM1, the command
CM2, the primary checksum code PS, and the returning-
back data D1 are read from RAM 341 - RAM 344 and
RAM 351 (steps U106 to U110), and the codes of the
address AD, the command CM1, the command CM2,
the primary checksum code PS, and the returning-back
data D1 are added together thereby obtaining a second-
ary checksum code SS. The resultant secondary check-
sum code SS is stored in the RAM 352 (step U111). The
returning-back data D1 and the secondary checksum
code SS stored in the RAM 351 and RAM 352 are trans-
mitted sequentially via the signal transmitter/receiver
TRX1 (step U113).
[0223] On the other hand, if the microprocessor
MPU3 concludes in step U101 that the lower digit of the
command CM2 is not equal to the group number as-
signed to the group the microprocessor MPU3 belongs
to, it concludes that the group the microprocessor MPU3

belongs to is not designated, and thus the process exits
from the routine without executing the point processing
operation.
[0224] If the received command CM1 is not a state
information transmission request (CM1 ≠ 01h) (in this
case, the received command CM1 must be terminal type
indication information transmission request (CM1 =
00h)) (step U102), the terminal type indicating informa-
tion ID of the terminal device stored in ROM 32 is read
and stored in the RAM 351, and then steps U104 to U113
are executed. The operation in steps U104 to U113 is
performed in a manner similar to the previous case ex-
cept that instead of the status information the terminal
type indicating information ID of the terminal device is
transmitted as the returning-back data D1 to the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE.
[0225] If it is concluded in step U105 that the control
timer Td indicates that the data transmission start time
Tdm has not come yet, the process waits for the data
transmission start time Tdm.
[0226] Until the data transmission start time Tdm has
come, the process remains in a first waiting field WF1
(in steps U102 to U105) in which the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE does nothing to terminal devices.
The above first waiting field WF1 provides a good op-
portunity for the trnsmitter RP to analyze the data such
as a fire alarming signal received from a sensor such as
an on-off type fire sensor F connected to the transmitter
RP.
[0227] Although in the above specific example, the
transmitter RP is taken as an example of a terminal de-
vice and the point processing operation thereof is de-
scribed, the point processing operation may also be per-
formed in a similar manner for other types of terminal
devices such as a photoelectric fire sensor or a heat-
sensing fire detector. For example, when a photoelectric
fire sensor S is employed as a terminal device, the point
processing operation is the same except that the status
information is acquired in such a manner that a light
emitting diode LD connected to a light emitting diode
driving circuit LDC periodically emits light in response
to clock pulses generated by a clock generator, and a
photodiode PD connected to a photo detecting circuit
PDC detects the light scattered by smoke thereby de-
tecting the smoke density. The operation is performed
in a manner similar to the point processing operation for
the transmitter RP except that the status information is
acquired.
[0228] In the above embodiment, the data transmis-
sion start time Tdm is calculated from the intragroup ter-
minal device number m assigned to the terminal device
(step U2) wherein the data transmission start time Tdm
is set to a later time with the increase in the intragroup
terminal device number m of the terminal device (that
is, with the distance of the terminal device measured
from the fire alarming signal receiving device RE).
[0229] In the calculation of the data transmission start
time Tdm, a table representing the relationship between
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the intragroup terminal device number m and the data
transmission start time Tdm may be stored in a proper
ROM of the terminal device so that the data transmis-
sion start time Tdm for the terminal device can be de-
termined by referring to the table. The data transmission
start time Tdm is equal to the start time of a correspond-
ing slot generated and used by the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE to handle the intragroup terminal
number m. The status information of the respective ter-
minal device is transmitted sequentially to the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device in the time slots correspond-
ing to the data transmission start times Tdm assigned
to the respective terminal devices.
[0230] Figs. 18 and 19 are flowcharts illustrating the
point processing operation of a manual box P as an ex-
ample of a terminal device used in the present embod-
iment.
[0231] First, initial setting is performed (step U201),
and steps U101 to U113 of Fig. 17 are performed in re-
sponse to the group information acquisition frame. Each
manual box P judges whether it is activated in a prede-
termined time period T1a by judging whether the push
button switch SW is in a pressed state (step U203). If
the push button switch SW is pressed in the predeter-
mined time period T1a and the manual box P is activated
(U203, U217), it is judged whether a manual box slot
generated by the fire alarming signal receiving device
has been detected by the terminal device P within a pre-
determined time period T2a (step U204).
[0232] On the other hand, if the push button switch
SW is not pressed and thus the manual box P is not
activated within the predetermined time period T1a
(U203, U217), the process exits from the routine. In the
above operation, the judgement of whether the prede-
termined time period T1a has elapsed or not is made by
a timer provided in the RAM 41 used as the work area.
This timer is started when the above initial setting is per-
formed. If the timer has already been started before the
initial setting, the timer is reset and restarted when the
initial setting is performed. The predetermined time pe-
riods T2a and T3a which will be described later are also
monitored in a manner similar to the predetermined time
period T1a.
[0233] If a manual box slot generated by the fire
alarming signal receiving device has been detected by
the terminal device P within the predetermined time pe-
riod T2a (step U204, U218), the number-of-transmitted-
bits counter b is set to "7" (in decimal) (step U205). Here-
in the b-th bit, measured from the least significant bit, of
the address of the manual box P is denoted by the "ad-
dress AD.b" For example, when b = 0, the address AD.
b represents the least significant bit, and when b = 7 the
address AD.b represents the most significant bit. As de-
scribed above, the address of each manual box P is rep-
resented by an 8-bit binary number.
[0234] If the manual box P detects a manual box call-
ing pulse transmitted from the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device within a predetermined time period T3a

(steps U206 and U219), the bit timer Tb is started (step
U207). Although not illustrated in the figures, it is judged
whether the device address of the manual box was
transmitted in the previous point polling operation. If the
judgement result is positive, the process exits from the
routine. This allows the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice RE to detect all manual boxs in activated states by
performing the point polling operation repeatedly,
wherein one manual box in an activated state is detect-
ed in each execution of the point polling operation and
thus all activated manual boxes are detected one by one
in the order of increasing addresses with the progress
of the point polling operation. If the timer Tb indicates
that the predetermined time period has elapsed (step
U208), the address AD.b is transmitted and the timer is
restarted (step U209). If the timer Tb indicates that the
predetermined time period has not elapsed yet (step
U208), the process waits without doing anything. Herein
the "predetermined time period" is equal to the width of
a manual box calling pulse. The predetermined time pe-
riod is provided so that no collision occurs between the
manual box calling pulse from the fire alarming signal
receiving device RE and the address data transmitted
from the manual box P. Therefore, the predetermined
time period is also equal to the length in time of one bit
(for example 1/2400 sec). In the case where the manual
box P cannot detect a manual box detecting pulse trans-
mitted from the fire alarming signal receiving device RE
within the predetermined time period T3a (steps U206
and U219), the process exits from the routine.
[0235] On the other hand, if the manual box P does
not detect the corresponding manual box slot (steps
U204 and U218), the process exits from the routine. The
manual box P detects a time slot provided for it by judg-
ing whether all the slots provided for data transmission
in the group information acquisition frame are all com-
pleted.
[0236] Then the b-th bit, measured from the least sig-
nificant bit, of the address ADp of the manual box P is
transmitted (wherein the address ADp is stored in the
RAM 44), and the timer Tb is restarted (step U209). If
the above b-th bit, measured from the least significant
bit, of the address ADp of the manual box P is "1" (U210,
U211), the manual box monitors the signal line over a
predetermined time period and determines whether the
signal line is at a 0 level or a 1 level (step U214). This
means that the manual box P monitors the signal line
over the predetermined time period to determine wheth-
er the b-th bit, measured from the least significant bit,
of the address transmitted over the signal line from an-
other manual box is 0 or 1.
[0237] If the signal line remains at a 1 level over the
entire predetermined time period (steps U214 and
U215), the value of b is decremented by 1 (step U212).
On the other hand, if the status of the signal line be-
comes 0 in the above predetermined time period (that
is, another manual box P having an address lower than
that of the former manual box), the manual box P con-
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cludes that another manual box is transmitting its ad-
dress (step U214), and the manual box stops transmit-
ting its address (step U216). The above predetermined
time period is set for example to a value equal to the
width of one bit of address data transmitted by the man-
ual box P (for example 1/2400 sec). During the time pe-
riod equal to the width of one bit of address data, each
bit of an 8-bit binary address data transmitted from each
manual box P is compared sequentially.
[0238] If the b-th bit, measured from the least signifi-
cant bit, of the address transmitted from the manual box
P of interest is "0" (step U210), the process waits until
the timer Tb indicates that the predetermined time peri-
od has elapsed (step U211), and the value of b is dec-
remented by 1 (step U212). The above waiting time is
provided so that no collision occurs between one bit of
the address data transmitted from the manual box P of
interest and one bit of the address data transmitted next
from the same manual box P.
[0239] If b is equal to or greater than 0 (step U213),
the transmission of the address ADp of the manual box
P is not completed for all bits, and therefore, the above
operation (steps U209 to U213) is repeated. If b is small-
er than 0 (step U213), the transmission of the address
ADp of the manual box P is completed for all bits, and
therefore the transmission operation is completed.
[0240] The above process (the routine in steps U209
to U213) is performed repeatedly so that the address
data ADp of the manual box P is transmitted bit by bit in
the order from higher to lower bits wherein the manual
box P compares the data to be transmitted with the re-
ceived data bit by bit and the manual box P stops trans-
mitting its address data if the above comparison result
indicates that the manual box P is trying to transmit an
active-level bit when another manual box is transmitting
an inactive-level bit thereby ensuring that the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device eventually detects the ad-
dress of only one manual box in an activated state.
[0241] As described above with reference to the
group information acquisition frame, a check code may
be transmitted to the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice RE each time the transmission of the device ad-
dress of one manual box P is completed so that the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE can determine
whether the transmission has been performed success-
fully without an error.
[0242] Although in the above specific example each
group includes 16 terminal devices, each group may al-
so include a greater or smaller number of terminal de-
vices. Furthermore, although in the above specific ex-
ample the system includes 16 groups, the system may
also include a greater or smaller number of groups.
[0243] Furthermore, instead of representing the ad-
dress of each terminal device in the above manner, the
group number may be represented by the lower digit of
a 2-digit hexadecimal number and the intragroup termi-
nal device number may be represented by the higher
digit. The address is not limited to the expression by a

2-digit number as long as all terminal device can be rep-
resented uniquely. For example, an address represent-
ed by a plurality of digits is assigned to each of a plurality
of terminal devices in such a manner that the group
number is represented by certain digits and the intra-
group terminal device number is represented by the re-
maining digits.
[0244] Although in the above specific embodiment,
when a plurality of manual boxes P generate a fire
alarming signal at the same time, the addresses repre-
sented by 8-bit binary numbers of the respective manual
boxes P are compared with each other bit by bit in the
order from higher to lower bits thereby ensuring that the
address of the manual box P having the lowest address
of those in the activated states is preferentially transmit-
ted to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE, the
comparison in terms of the address may also be made
in the order from lower to higher bits. In this case, the
manual boxes P transmit their own address bit by bit in
the order from lower to higher bits, and the addresses
represented by 8-bit binary numbers of the respective
manual boxes P in activated states are compared with
each other bit by bit in the order from lower to higher bits
thereby ensuring that the address of one of the manual
boxes P in activated states is preferentially transmitted
to the fire alarming signal receiving device RE.
[0245] Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the system
processing operation (step U13) in the trnsmitter RP as
an example of a terminal device used in the present em-
bodiment.
[0246] Before starting the system processing opera-
tion (step U13), the address AD, the command CM1, the
primary checksum code PS stored in the RAM 341,
RAM 342, and RAM 344 are transferred to the RAM 361,
RAM 362, and RAM 363.
[0247] If the command CM1 received by the micro-
processor MPU3 is a fire reset command (step U301),
the fire alarming signal receiving circuit FSR and the lo-
cal-area audible-alarm controller LAC are reset and the
process exits from the routine. If the command CM1 is
not a fire reset command (U301) but a storage reset
command (step U303), the fire alarming signal receiving
circuit FSR is reset (step U304), and process exits from
the routine.. If the command CM1 is not a storage reset
command (U303) but a local sound stop command (step
U305), the local-area audible-alarm controller LAC is
turned off (step U306), and the process exits from the
routine. If the command CM 1 is not a local sound stop
command (step U305) but a voice-alarm stop command
(step U307), the voice alarm control circuit BAC is
turned off (step U308), and the process exits from the
routine. If the command CM 1 is not a voice-alarm stop
command (step U307), the process exits from the rou-
tine.
[0248] The system processing operation for a fire sen-
sor such as a photoelectric fire sensor S is performed
in a manner similar to the system processing operation
for the transmitter RP described above except that nei-
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ther the local sound stop command nor the voice-alarm
stop command is used in the operation. The system
processing operation for a manual box P is performed
in a manner similar to the system processing operation
for the transmitter RP described above except that the
storage reset command, the local sound stop command,
and the voice-alarm stop command are not used in the
operation.
[0249] Figs. 21 and 22 are flowcharts illustrating a
specific operation (step U14) in the selecting process
for the transmitter taken as an example of a terminal de-
vice.
[0250] In advance of the selecting processing (step
U14), the address AD, the command CM1, and the pri-
mary checksum code PS stored in the RAM 341, RAM
342, and RAM 344 are transferred to the RAM 371, RAM
372, and RAM 373.
[0251] First, the microprocessor MPU3 judges wheth-
er the device address of the transmitter RP is equal to
the address AD received (step U401). If the device ad-
dress of the transmitter RP is equal to the address AD
received (step U401), the microprocessor MPU3 con-
cludes that the trnsmitter RP is designated, and the sta-
tus information the transmitter RP has is transmitted to
the fire alarming signal receiving device RE as follows.
[0252] To determine the specific operation to be per-
formed in the selecting processing, the microprocessor
MPU3 judges whether the received signal is a terminal
type indicating information transmission request (step
U402). If the received signal is a terminal type indicating
information transmission request (step U402), the ter-
minal type indicating information ID and the device ad-
dress of the transmitter RP are read from ROM 32 and
stored in the RAM 382 and RAM 381, respectively. Then
the address AD, the command CM1, the primary check-
sum code PS, the device address DA, and the returning-
back data Da are read from RAM 371, RAM 372, RAM
373, RAM 381, and RAM 382, respectively (steps U415
to U419). The codes of the address AD, the command
CM1, the primary checksum code PS, the device ad-
dress DA, and the returning-back data Da are added to-
gether thereby determining a secondary checksum
code SS (step U420). The resulting secondary check-
sum code SS is stored in the RAM 383. The device ad-
dress DA, the returning-back data Da, and the second-
ary checksum code SS stored in the RAM 381, RAM
382, and RAM 383 are transmitted sequentially via the
signal transmitter/receiver TRX3 (step U421).
[0253] If the microprocessor MPU3 concludes in step
U402 that the received signal is not a terminal type in-
dicating information transmission request, and further
concludes in step U404 that the received signal is a sta-
tus information transmission request (CM1 = 01h), the
status information is read from RAM 32 and stored in
the RAM 382, and furthermore the device address of the
transmitter RP is read from ROM 32 (not shown) and
stored in the RAM 382 (step U405). Then steps U415
to U421 are performed. The operation in steps U415 to

U421 is performed in a manner similar to the previous
case except that instead of the terminal type indicating
information the status information is transmitted as the
returning-back data Da to the fire alarming signal receiv-
ing device RE.
[0254] If the microprocessor concludes in step U404
that the received signal is not a status information trans-
mission request, then the microprocessor judges in step
U406 whether the received signal is a fire reset com-
mand. If the received signal is a fire reset command
(U406), the fire alarming signal receiving circuit FSR
and the local-area audible-alarm controller LAC are re-
set (step U407). If the command CM1 is not a fire reset
command but a storage reset command (step U408),
the fire alarming signal receiving circuit FSR is reset
(step U409). If the command CM1 is not a storage reset
command but a local sound stop command (step U410),
the local-area audible-alarm controller LAC is turned off
(step U411). If the command CM 1 is not a local sound
stop command but a voice-alarm stop command (step
U412), the voice alarm control circuit BAC is turned off
(step U413). If it is concluded in step U412 that the com-
mand CM1 is not a voice-alarm stop command, the
process exits from the routine.
[0255] In the point polling operation according to the
above specific embodiment, the command CM1 desig-
nates whether the status information or the terminal type
indicating information ID should be transmitted, and the
command CM2 designates a specific group. Alternative-
ly, however, the command CM2 may be used to desig-
nate whether the status information or the terminal type
indicating information ID should be transmitted, and the
command CM1 may be used to designate a specific
group.
[0256] On the other hand, in the system polling oper-
ation and also in the selecting operation according to
the above specific embodiment, the command CM2 is
not used. Alternatively, when the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device RE transmits to a terminal device an in-
dication lamp turn-off command telling that the indica-
tion lamp of the fire sensor should be turned off, the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE may transmit the
command CM1 to indicate that the command is con-
cerned with the control of the indication lamp, and may
transmit the command CM2 to indicate that the lamp
should be turned off, as well as the address AD and the
primary checksum code PS.
[0257] Although in the above embodiment, the select-
ing operation is described for the transmitter RP, the se-
lecting operation for a fire sensor such as a photoelectric
fire sensor S may also be performed in a similar manner
except that neither the local sound stop command nor
the voice-alarm stop command is used in the operation.
The selecting operation for a manual box P may also be
performed in a similar manner except that the storage
reset command, the local sound stop command, and the
voice-alarm stop command are not used in the opera-
tion.
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[0258] In the point polling operation according to the
above embodiment, the width of time slots used by the
fire alarming signal receiving device to receive the sta-
tus information or the terminal type indicating informa-
tion as well as the turning-back data D1 and the second-
ary checksum code SS from the respective terminal de-
vices of one group is set such that the width increases
with the intragroup terminal device number m.
[0259] By way of example, Fig. 23 illustrates the time
slots for group number 1. As can be seen, the slot with
increases as the intragroup terminal device number m
increases from m = 0h to m = 10h. The clock frequencies
of the MPU1, MPU2, MPU3, and MPU4 used in the fire
alarming signal receiving device RE or the terminal de-
vices have variations of the order of 1% relative to the
specified values. The increasing expansion in the slot
width can absorb the deviations in the timing arising
from the above variations and thus ensuring that the re-
turning-back data D1 and the secondary checksum
code SS can be transmitted from the terminal device to
the fire alarming signal receiving device without a failure
due to the deviation in the transmission timing.
[0260] Furthermore, in the above embodiment, the
address AD, the command CM1, and the primary check-
sum code PS stored in the RAM 341, RAM 342, and
RAM 344 are transferred to other RAM s. Instead, the
address AD, the command CM1, and the primary check-
sum code PS may be kept in the RAM 341, RAM 342,
and RAM 344 without being transferred, and they may
be used in the system processing operation or the se-
lecting operation.
[0261] In the above embodiment, it is checked wheth-
er an error occurs during the point polling operation. The
error checking may also be performed not only in the
point polling operation but also in the system polling op-
eration or the selecting operation.
[0262] In the above embodiment, the secondary
checksum code and the secondary calculation code are
calculated using the primary checksum code PS. Alter-
natively, the secondary checksum code and the second-
ary calculation code may be calculated without using the
primary checksum code PS.
[0263] Furthermore, in the above embodiment, when
returning-back data and secondary checksum codes
are transmitted from two terminal devices, such as fire
sensors, at the same time, if a collision occurs between
an active bit of one returning-back data and an inactive
bit of the other returning-back data, then the inactive bit
can arrive at the fire alarming signal receiving device.
Alternatively, however, such the collision may also be
handled in such a manner that the fire alarming signal
receiving device can receive the active bit.
[0264] Fig. 24 is a block diagram illustrating a photo-
electric fire sensor Sa according to another embodiment
of the invention.
[0265] Fig. 25 is a block diagram illustrating a fire
alarming signal receiving device REa according to still
another embodiment of the invention. The photoelectric

fire sensor Sa includes a signal inverting circuit SIC1
serving as signal inverting means disposed between an
interface IF23 and a signal transmitter/receiver TRX2
wherein the signal inverting circuit SIC1 operates only
when a returning-back data or a secondary checksum
code is transmitted. On the other hand, the fire alarming
signal receiving device REa includes a signal inverting
circuit SIC2 serving as signal inverting means disposed
between an interface IF13 and a signal transmitter/re-
ceiver TRX1 wherein the signal inverting circuit SIC2 op-
erates only in a terminal device field. The signal inverting
circuit SIC2 converts an active bit into an inactive bit and
converts an inactive bit into an active bit.
[0266] Except for the above, other parts are similar to
those employed in the previous embodiments. With the
above arrangement, an active bit becomes a low-level
signal when transmitted from the signal transmitter/re-
ceiver TRX1 over the signal line L, and an inactive bit
becomes a high-level signal when transmitted from the
signal transmitter/receiver TRX1 over the signal line L.
On the other hand, a low-level signal on the signal line
L is converted to an active bit by the signal inverting cir-
cuit SIC2 after output from the signal transmitter/receiv-
er TRX1, and a high-level signal on the signal line L is
converted to an inactive bit by the signal inverting circuit
SIC2 after output from the signal transmitter/receiver
TRX1. If a low-level signal and a high-level signal collide
with each other on the signal line L, the results is a high-
level signal.
[0267] In the fire alarming signal receiving device REa
with the above signal inverting circuit SIC2 according to
the present embodiment, when an active bit and an in-
active bit are transmitted from a plurality of terminal de-
vices at the same time, only the active bit can arrive at
the fire alarming signal receiving device.
[0268] The point polling operation according to the
above embodiment will be described in greater detail
below with reference to specific values of various pa-
rameters (mainly, S401 to S426, U4 to U12, U101 to
U113).
[0269] It is assumed here that when the fire sensor
Sa detects an event of a fire, the MPU2 of the fire sensor
Sa transmits status information D1 having a value of
01h, while the MPU2 of the fire sensor Sa transmits sta-
tus information D1 having a value of 00h when no fire is
detected.
[0270] It is further assumed that there are provided
fire sensors D11 and D22 of the same type as the above
fire sensor Sa wherein an equal address 1 is assigned
to both fire sensors D11 and D22. Furthermore, the fire
sensor D11 is assumed to have detected an event of a
fire while the fire sensor D22 is assumed to be in a nor-
mal state in which no fire is detected.
[0271] The fire alarming signal receiving device REa
transmits codes including an address AD, a command
CM1, a command CM2, a primary checksum code PS
having 2-digit hexadecimal numbers FFh, 01h, 00h, and
00h (11111111, 00000001, 00000000, 00000000 in the
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form of 8-bit binary numbers), respectively.
[0272] The MPU2a of the fire sensor D11 transmits a
returning-back data D1a having a value of 01h
(00000001 in the form of an 8-bit binary number) indi-
cating that a fire has been detected, and also transmits
01h as the secondary checksum code SS1a.
[0273] On the other hand, the MPU2b of the fire sen-
sor D22 transmits a returning-back data D1b having a
value of 00h (00000000 in the form of an 8-bit binary
number) indicating that no fire is detected, and also
transmits 00h as the secondary checksum code SS1b
[0274] In this embodiment, as described above, when
an active bit and an inactive bit are transmitted over the
signal line L at the same time (that is, a collision occurs
between signals on the signal line L), only the active bit
can arrive at the fire alarming signal receiving device
REa. Therefore, the fire alarming signal receiving device
REa receives 01h as the returning-back data and 01h
as the secondary checksum code. Thus, the fire alarm-
ing signal receiving device REa concludes that a fire is
detected by a fire sensor having an address of 1.
[0275] Fig. 26 is a schematic illustration of the signals
generated by the two fire sensors D11 and D22 as well
as the signal on the signal line L.
[0276] To avoid the problems in the conventional tech-
nique, the checksum may be calculated as follows.
[0277] The number of active bits of all codes transmit-
ted over the signal line L is counted, and resultant value
is inverted. The most significant bit of the inverted value
is removed. The value obtained in this way is employed
as the checksum value. In the case of the selecting op-
eration, the maximum possible number of active bits is
8 3 4 + 8 3 3 = 56.
[0278] For example, when the address AD = FFh, the
command CM1 = 01h, the command CM2 = 03h, and
the returning-back data D1 = 07h, the address AD = FFh
can be represented as "11111111" in binary form, and
thus the number of active bits is 8 which can be repre-
sented as 8h in hexadecimal form. Similarly, the com-
mand CM1 = 01h can be represented as "00000001" in
binary form, and thus the number of active bits is 1 which
can be represented as 1h in hexadecimal form. The
command CM2 = 03h can be represented as
"00000011" in binary form, and thus the number of ac-
tive bits is 2 which can be represented as 2h in hexa-
decimal form.
[0279] Adding the numbers of active bits of the ad-
dress AD, the command CM1, and the command CM2
results in 8h + 1h + 2h = 0Bh which can be represented
as "00001011" in binary form. If this value is inverted,
then the result is "11110100" which can be represented
as F4h in hexadecimal form. If the most significant bit of
"11110100", which is a binary representation of F4h, is
removed, the result is "01110100" which can be repre-
sented as 74h in hexadecimal form. Thus, 74h is em-
ployed as the secondary checksum code SS.
[0280] The removal of the most significant bit of
"11110100" (F4h in hexadecimal form) can be accom-

plished by performing an AND operation between
"11110100" (F4h) and "01111111" (7Fh).
[0281] Since the primary checksum code PS having
a value of 74h obtained in the above-described manner
can be represented as "01110100", the number of active
bits is 4 which can be represented as 4h in hexadecimal
form.
[0282] On the other hand, the returning-back data D1
= 07h can be represented as "00000111" in binary form,
and thus the number of active bits is 3 which can be
represented as 3h in hexadecimal form.
[0283] If the numbers of active bits of the address AD,
the command CM1, the command CM2, and the primary
checksum code PS1, and the returning-back data D1,
then the result is 8h + 1h + 2h + 4h + 3h = 12h, which
can be represented as "00010010" in binary form. Thus,
"11101101" is obtained as an inverted form. This can be
represented as EDh in hexadecimal form. If the most
significant bit of "11101101" (EDh) is removed, then the
result is "01101101" which can be represented as 6Dh
in hexadecimal form. Thus, 6Dh is employed as the sec-
ondary checksum code SS.
[0284] In the above embodiment of the invention, the
fire alarming signal receiving device RE includes: first
active bit counting means for counting the number of ac-
tive bits contained in an address code and a command
code to be transmitted to the terminal devices, the
number of active bits being counted separately for each
code; first number-of-active-bits adding means for de-
termining the sum of the numbers of active bits by add-
ing together the respective numbers of active bits count-
ed by the first active bit counting means; first inverting
means for determining an inverted value by inverting the
sum of the numbers of active bits given by the first
number-of-active-bits adding means; primary sum code
generating means for generating a primary sum code
by removing the most significant bit of the inverted value
given by the first inverting means; and first transmission
means for transmitting the address code, the command
code, and the primary sum code.
[0285] Furthermore, in the above embodiment of the
invention, each terminal device includes: second active
bit counting means for counting the number of active bits
contained in the address code and the command code
received from the fire alarming signal receiving device,
the number of active bits being counted separately for
each code; second number-of-active-bits adding means
for determining the sum of the numbers of active bits by
adding together the respective numbers of active bits
counted by the second active bit counting means; sec-
ond inverting means for determining an inverted value
by inverting the sum of the numbers of active bits given
by the second number-of-active-bits adding means; first
sum code generating means for generating a first sum
code by removing the most significant bit of the inverted
value given by the second inverting means; first judg-
ment means for judging whether the first sum code is
equal to the primary sum code received from the fire
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alarming signal receiving device; third active bit count-
ing means for counting the number of active bits con-
tained in a returning-back data to be returned to the fire
alarming signal receiving device, the address code re-
ceived from the fire alarming signal receiving device,
and the command code received from the fire alarming
signal receiving device, the number of active bits being
counted separately for the data or each code, the
number of active bits being counted when the first sum
code is equal to the primary sum code; third number-of-
active-bits adding means for determining the sum of the
numbers of active bits by adding together the respective
numbers of active bits counted by the third active bit
counting means; third inverting means for determining
an inverted value by inverting the sum of the numbers
of active bits given by the third number-of-active-bits
adding means; secondary sum code generating means
for generating a secondary sum code by removing the
most significant bit of the inverted value given by the
third inverting means; and second transmission means
for transmitting the returning-back data and the second-
ary sum code to the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice.
[0286] The fire alarming signal receiving device RE
further includes: fourth active bit counting means for
counting the number of active bits contained in the re-
turning-back data received from any of the terminal de-
vices, the address code to be transmitted to the terminal
device, and the command code to be transmitted to the
terminal device, the number of active bits being counted
separately for the data or each code; fourth number-of-
active-bits adding means for determining the sum of the
numbers of active bits by adding together the respective
numbers of active bits counted by the fourth active bit
counting means; fourth inverting means for determining
an inverted value by inverting the sum of the numbers
of active bits given by the fourth number-of-active-bits
adding means; second sum code generating means for
generating a second sum code by removing the most
significant bit of the inverted value given by the fourth
inverting means; and second judgment means for judg-
ing whether the second sum code is equal to the sec-
ondary sum code received from the terminal device.
[0287] Furthermore, in the above embodiment, said
third active bit counting means also counts the number
of active bits contained in the primary sum code; and
said fourth active bit counting means also counts the
number of active bits contained in the primary sum code.
[0288] In the above embodiment of the invention, the
terminal devices can transmit a fire alarm signal to the
fire alarming signal receiving device without encounter-
ing an error even when an equal address is assigned to
different terminal devices. Furthermore, it is possible to
detect an event of such an error.
[0289] In the above embodiment, the primary check-
sum code PS is an example of the above-described pri-
mary sum code, and the secondary checksum code SS
is an example of the secondary sum code. The primary

calculation code SC1 is an example of the above-de-
scribed primary sum code. The secondary calculation
code SC2, is an example of the above-described sec-
ondary sum code.
[0290] Although in the above embodiment, the photo-
electric fire sensor Sa is taken as an example of a ter-
minal device, the invention may also be applied to other
types of fire sensors such as those of the heat sensing
type, flame sensing type, gas sensing type, and smell
sensing type.
[0291] Furthermore, a signal inverting circuit may be
added to the signal transmitter/receivers TRX1 and
TRX2.

Claims

1. Fire alarming system which comprises a plurality of
terminal devices including fire sensors (S), trans-
mitters (RP), manual boxes (P), and/or other devic-
es to be controlled, and a fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device (RE) to which the plurality of terminal
devices are connected, characterized in that when
a plurality of the manual boxes (P) are activated and
thus they generate a fire alarming signal at the
same time, only the signal generated by one of the
plurality of activated manual boxes (P) is transmit-
ted to the fire alarming signal receiving device (RE).

2. Fire alarming system according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that each of the manual boxes (P) in-
cludes priority decision means for determining the
priority in transmission to the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device (RE) between the manual box (P)
and another manual box (P) trying to transmit a sig-
nal.

3. Fire alarming system according to claim 2, charac-
terized in that the priority decision means detects
the highest or lowest address of the addresses of
the plurality of activated manual boxes (P), and said
highest or lowest address detected is transmitted to
the fire alarming signal receiving device (RE).

4. Fire alarming system which comprises a plurality of
terminal devices including fire sensors (S), trans-
mitters (RP), manual boxes (P), and/or other devic-
es to be controlled, and a fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device (RE) to which said plurality of termi-
nal devices are connected, characterized in that
the plurality of terminal devices are divided into a
plurality of groups, the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE) performs a polling operation group by
group, and in a time period between the transmis-
sion of a polling signal to a particular group of the
plurality of groups and the transmission of a polling
signal to the next group, wherein the fire alarming
signal receiving device (RE) receives information in
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a time-division fashion from a plurality of terminal
devices belonging to said particular group.

5. Fire alarming system according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that said time period includes a plurality
of time slots used in said time-division transmission,
and the width of each said time slot is set such that
said time slot width increases with the start time of
said time slots provided in said time period between
the transmission of a polling signal to a particular
group of said plurality of groups and the transmis-
sion of a polling signal to the next group.

6. Fire alarming system according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that an address consisting of a plurality
of digits is assigned to each of the plurality of termi-
nal devices, a certain plurality of digits of said ad-
dress assigned to each terminal device define the
group number of a group said terminal device be-
longs to, and the remaining digits of said address
define the terminal device number within the group
having said group number.

7. Fire alarming system according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice (RE) polIs the plurality of terminal devices,
thereby acquiring terminal device information from
said terminal devices, making decision, displaying
information, and/or controlling said terminal devic-
es,

wherein the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice (RE) comprises

first active bit counting means for counting the
number of active bits contained in an address
code and a command code to be transmitted to
the terminal devices, said number of active bits
being counted separately for each code,
first number-of-active-bits adding means for
determining the sum of the numbers of active
bits by adding together the respective numbers
of active bits counted by said first active bit
counting means,
first inverting means for determining an invert-
ed value by inverting the sum of the numbers
of active bits given by the first number-of-ac-
tive-bits adding means, primary sum code gen-
erating means for generating a primary sum
code by removing the most significant bit of said
inverted value given by said first inverting
means, and
first transmission means for transmitting said
address code, said command code, and said
primary sum code,

wherein each of said terminal devices com-
prises

second active bit counting means for counting
the number of active bits contained in said ad-
dress code and said command code received
from the fire alarming signal receiving device
(RE), said number of active bits being counted
separately for each code,
second number-of-active-bits adding means
for determining the sum of the numbers of ac-
tive bits by adding together the respective num-
bers of active bits counted by the second active
bit counting means,
second inverting means for determining an in-
verted value by inverting the sum of the num-
bers of active bits given by the second number-
of-active-bits adding means,
first sum code generating means for generating
a first sum code by removing the most signifi-
cant bit of said inverted value given by the sec-
ond inverting means,
first judgment means for judging whether said
first sum code is equal to said primary sum code
received from the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE),
third active bit counting means for counting the
number of active bits contained in a returning-
back data to be returned to the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device (RE), said address code
received from the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE), and said command code received
from the fire alarming signal receiving device
(RE), said number of active bits being counted
separately for said data or each code, said
number of active bits being counted when said
first sum code is equal to said primary sum
code,
third number-of-active-bits adding means for
determining the sum of the numbers of active
bits by adding together the respective numbers
of active bits counted the said third active bit
counting means;
third inverting means for determining an invert-
ed value by inverting the sum of the numbers
of active bits given by the third number-of-ac-
tive-bits adding means,
secondary sum code generating means for
generating a secondary sum code by removing
the most significant bit of said inverted value
given by the third inverting means, and
second transmission means for transmitting
said returning-back data and said secondary
sum code to the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE),

wherein the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice (RE) further comprises

fourth active bit counting means for counting
the number of active bits contained in the re-
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turning-back data received from any of the ter-
minal devices, said address code to be trans-
mitted to said terminal device, and said com-
mand code to be transmitted to said terminal
device, said number of active bits being count-
ed separately for said data or each code,
fourth number-of-active-bits adding means for
determining the sum of the numbers of active
bits by adding together the respective numbers
of active bits counted by the fourth active bit
counting means,
fourth inverting means for determining an in-
verted value by inverting the sum of the num-
bers of active bits given by the fourth number-
of-active-bits adding means,
second sum code generating means for gener-
ating a second sum code by removing the most
significant bit of said inverted value given by the
fourth inverting means, and
second judgment means for judging whether
said second sum code is equal to said second-
ary sum code received from said terminal de-
vice.

8. Fire alarming system according to claim 7, charac-
terized in that the third active bit counting means
also counts the number of active bits contained in
said primary sum code, and the fourth active bit
counting means also counts the number of active
bits contained in said primary sum code.

9. Fire alarming system according to claim 4, charac-
terized by transmission error detecting means for
detecting a transmission error when any of the plu-
rality of terminal devices has a transmission error,
storage means for storing the number of times that
the transmission error occurs; and transmission er-
ror indicating means for indicating that a transmis-
sion error has occurred when the number of times
that the transmission error occurs stored in the stor-
age means becomes greater than a predetermined
number.

10. Fire alarming system according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that even when same terminal device
has a transmission error, the polling operation is
continued without being terminated.

11. Fire alarming system according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that the plurality of terminal devices is
connected via a signal line (L) to the fire alarming
signal receiving device (RE), and the fire alarming
signal receiving device (RE) polIs said plurality of
terminal devices thereby acquiring terminal device
information from said terminal devices, making de-
cision, displaying information, and/or controlling
said terminal devices,

wherein the fire alarming system (100) further

comprises first signal inverting means disposed at
a node between the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE) and the signal line (L), and second sig-
nal inverting means disposed at a node between
each terminal device and the signal line (L).

12. Fire alarming system according to claim 11, char-
acterized in that the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE) includes

primary sum code generating means for gener-
ating a primary sum code by adding together
an address code and a command code to be
transmitted to said terminal devices, and
first transmission means tor transmitting said
address code, said command code, and said
primary sum code, wherein each terminal de-
vice includes first sum code generating means
for generating a first sum code by adding to-
gether said address code and said command
code received from the fire alarming signal re-
ceiving device (RE),
first judgement means for judging whether said
first sum code is equal to said primary sum code
received from the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE),
secondary sum code generating means for
generating a secondary sum code by adding to-
gether returning-back data to be returned to the
fire alarming signal receiving device (RE), said
address code received from the fire alarming
signal receiving device (RE), and said com-
mand code received from the fire alarming sig-
nal receiving device, said secondary sum code
being generated when said first sum code is
equal to said primary sum code, and
second transmission means for transmitting
said returning-back data and said secondary
sum code to the fire alarming signal receiving
device (RE), and

wherein the fire alarming signal receiving de-
vice (RE) further includes

second sum code generating means for gener-
ating a second sum code by adding together
said returning-back data received from said ter-
minal, said address code to be transmitted to
said terminal device, and said command code
to be transmitted to said terminal device, and
second judgement means for judging whether
said second sum code is equal to said second-
ary sum code received from said terminal de-
vice.
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Patentansprüche

1. Brandmeldeanlage bestehend aus einer Mehrzahl
von Endgeräten enthaltend Brandmelder (S),
Transmitter (RP), Handbetätigungskästen (P) und/
oder weitere zu steuernde Geräte, und ein Brand-
meldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE), mit der die
Mehrzahl von Endgeräten verbunden ist, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass, wenn eine Mehrzahl der
Handbetätigungskästen (P) aktiviert und damit
gleichzeitig ein Brandemeldesignal erzeugt wird, le-
diglich das von einer aus der Mehrzahl von aktivier-
ten Handbetätigungskästen (P) erzeugte Signal an
das besagte Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät
(RE) übermittelt wird.

2. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass jeder der besagten Hand-
betätigungskästen (P) Prioritätsentscheidungsmit-
tel umfasst, um die Priorität der Übermittlung zu ent-
scheiden, wenn der Handbetätigungkasten (P) und
ein weiterer Handbetätigungskästen (P) versu-
chen, ein Signal an das besagte Brandmeldesignal-
Empfangsgerät (RE) zu übermitteln.

3. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das Prioritätsentschei-
dungsmittel die höchste oder die niedrigste Adres-
se aus der Mehrzahl der aktivierten Handbetäti-
gungskästen (P) ermittelt, und dass die höchste
oder die niedrigste ermittelte Adresse an das be-
sagte Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE)
übermittelt wird.

4. Brandmeldeanlage umfassend eine Mehrzahl von
Endgeräten enthaltend Brandmelder (S), Transmit-
ter (RP), Handbetätigungskästen (P) und/oder wei-
tere zu steuernde Geräte, und ein Brandmeldesi-
gnal-Empfangsgerät (RE), mit der die besagte
Mehrzahl von Endgeräten verbunden ist, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Mehrzahl der Endgerä-
te unterteilt ist in eine Mehrzahl von Gruppen, dass
das Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) in ei-
nem Zeitabschnitt zwischen der Übermittlung eines
Abrufsignals an eine bestimmte Gruppe aus der
Mehrzahl von Gruppen und der Übermittlung eines
Abrufsignals an die nächste Gruppe gruppenweise
einen Systemabruf durchführt, wobei das Brand-
meldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) von einer Mehr-
zahl von Endgeräten, die zu der besagten bestimm-
ten Gruppe gehören, in Zeiteinteilungsweise Infor-
mationen erhält.

5. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der besagte Zeitabschnitt
eine Mehrzahl von Zeitintervallen enthält, die bei
dieser zeiteingeteilten Übermittlung benutzt wer-
den, und dass die Breite des Zeitintervalls so aus-

gewählt wird, dass die Breite des besagten Zeitin-
tervalls mit der Startzeit der besagten Intervalle zu-
nimmt, die in dem besagten Zeitabschnitt zwischen
der Übermittlung eines Abrufsignals an eine be-
stimmte Gruppe aus der besagten Mehrzahl von
Gruppen und der Übermittlung eines Abrufsignals
an die nächste Gruppe zugeteilt wird.

6. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass jeder aus der Mehrzahl von
Endgeräten eine aus einer Mehrzahl von Ziffern zu-
sammen gesetzte Adresse zugeteilt wird, dass eine
bestimmte Mehrzahl von Ziffern der jedem Endge-
rät zugeteilten Adresse die Gruppennummer einer
Gruppe definiert, zu der das besagte Endgerät ge-
hört, und dass die übrigen Ziffern der besagten
Adresse die Nummer des Endgerätes innerhalb der
Gruppe mit der besagten Gruppennummer definie-
ren.

7. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das besagte Brandmelde-
signal-Empfangsgerät (RE) die Mehrzahl von End-
geräten abruft und dabei von den besagte Endge-
räten Information über die Endgeräte erhält, Ent-
scheidungen trifft, Information wiedergibt und/oder
besagte Endgeräte steuert,
wobei das Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE)
Folgendes umfasst:

ein erstes Aktivbit-Zählmittel zum Zählen der in
einem an die Endgeräte zu übermittelnden
Adresscode und Steuercode enthaltenen An-
zahl aktiver Bits, wobei die besagte Anzahl der
aktiven Bits für jeden Code getrennt gezählt
wird,
ein erstes Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel zur
Ermittlung der Summe der Anzahlen von Aktiv-
bits durch Addierung der jeweiligen Anzahlen
von mittels des besagten ersten Aktivbit-Zähl-
mittels gezählten Aktivbits,
ein erstes Inversionsmitel zur Ermittlung eines
Kehrwerts durch Umkehrung der Summe der
Anzahlen der vom ersten Aktivbitanzahl-Addi-
tionsmittel gelieferten Aktivbits,
ein Primärsummencode-Erzeugungsmittel zur
Erzeugung eines Primärsummencodes unter
Entfernung des höchstwertigen Bits aus dem
von dem besagten ersten Inversionsmittel ge-
lieferten Kehrwert, und
ein erstes Übermittlungsmittel zur Übermittlung
des besagten Adresscodes, des besagten
Steuercodes und des besagten Primärsum-
mencodes,

wobei jedes der besagten Endgeräte Folgendes
umfasst:
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ein zweites Aktivbit-Zählmittel zum Zählen der
Anzahl der in dem besagten vom Brandmelde-
signal-Empfangsgerät (RE) empfangenen
Adresscode und Steuercode enthaltenen akti-
ven Bits, wobei die besagte Anzahl der aktiven
Bits für jeden Code getrennt gezählt wird,
ein zweites Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel zur
Ermittlung der Summe der Anzahlen von akti-
ven Bits durch Addierung der jeweiligen Anzah-
len der von dem besagten zweiten Aktivbit-
Zählmittel gezählten aktiven Bits,
ein zweites Inversionsmittel zur Ermittlung ei-
nes Kehrwerts durch Umkehrung der vom
zweiten Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel geliefer-
ten Summe der Anzahlen der aktiven Bits,
ein erstes Summencode-Erzeugungsmittel zur
Erzeugung eines ersten Summencodes unter
Entfernung des höchstwertigen Bits aus dem
von dem besagten ersten Inversionsmittel ge-
lieferten Kehrwert,
ein erstes Beurteilungsmittel zur Beurteilung,
ob der besagte erste Summencode gleich dem
vom Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE)
empfangenen primären Summencode ist,
ein drittes Aktivbit-Zählmittel zum Zählen der
Anzahl der in den an das Brandmeldesignal-
Empfangsgerät (RE) zu übermittelnden Rück-
meldedaten, in dem besagten von dem Brand-
meldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) empfange-
nen Adresscode und in dem besagten von dem
Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) emp-
fangenen Steuercode enthaltenen aktiven Bits,
wobei besagte Anzahl der aktiven Bits für die
besagten Daten oder jeden Code getrennt ge-
zählt wird und die besagte Anzahl der aktiven
Bits gezählt wird, wenn der besagte erste Sum-
mencode gleich dem besagten primären Sum-
mencode ist,
ein drittes Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel zur
Ermittlung der Summe der Anzahlen der akti-
ven Bits durch Addition der jeweiligen Anzahlen
der von dem besagten dritten Aktivbit-Zählmit-
tel gezählten aktiven Bits.
ein drittes Inversionsmittel zur Ermittlung eines
Kehrwerts unter Umkehrung der von dem be-
sagten dritten Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel
gelieferten Summe der Anzahlen aktiver Bits,
ein Sekundär-Summencode-Erzeugungsmittel
zur Erzeugung eines sekundären Summenco-
des, wobei das höchstwertige Bit des besagten
von dem dritten Inversionsmittel gelieferten
Kehrwertes entfernt wird, und
ein zweites Übermittlungsmittel zur Übermitt-
lung der besagten Rückmeldedaten und des
besagten sekundären Summencodes an das
besagte Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät
(RE),

wobei besagtes Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät
(RE) zudem Folgendes umfasst:

ein viertes Aktivbit-Zählmittel zur Zählung der
Anzahl der in den Rückmeldedaten von einem
beliebigen Endgerät erhaltenen aktiven Bits,
den an das besagte Endgerät zu übermitteln-
den Adresscode und den an das besagte End-
gerät zu übermittelnden Steuercode, wobei die
besagte Anzahl der aktiven Bits für die besag-
ten Daten oder jeden Code getrennt gezählt
wird,
ein viertes Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel zur
Ermittlung der Summe der Anzahlen aktiver
Bits durch Addition der jeweiligen Anzahlen der
vom vierten Aktivbit-Zählmittel gezählten akti-
ven Bits,
ein viertes Inversionsmittel zur Ermittlung eines
Kehrwertes unter Umkehrung der vom vierten
Aktivbitanzahl-Additionsmittel gelieferten
Summe der Anzahlen der aktiven Bits,
ein zweites Summencode-Erzeugungsmittel
zur Erzeugung eines zweiten Summencodes
wobei das höchstwertige Bit des besagten von
dem vierten Inversionsmittel gelieferten Kehr-
wertes entfernt wird, und
ein zweites Beurteilungsmittel zur Berurteilung,
ob der besagte zweite Summencode gleich
dem vom besagten Endgerät empfangenen be-
sagten sekundären Summencode ist.

8. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 7, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das dritte Aktivbit-Zählmit-
tel ebenfalls die Anzahl der in dem besagten primä-
ren Summencode enthaltenen aktiven Bits zählt,
und dass das vierte Aktivbit-Zählmittel ebenfalls die
Anzahl der in dem besagten primären Summenco-
de enthaltenen aktiven Bits zählt.

9. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass sie ein Übermittlungsfeh-
ler-Ermittlungsmittel zur Ermittlung eines Übermitt-
lungsfehlers umfasst, wenn in einem beliebigen aus
der Mehrzahl von Endgeräten ein Übermittlungs-
fehler auftritt; Speichermittel zur Speicherung der
Häufigkeit, mit der ein Fehler aufgetreten ist; und
Übermittlungsfehler-Anzeigemittel zur Anzeige,
dass ein Übermittlungsfehler aufgetreten ist, wenn
die im Speichermittel gespeicherte Häufigkeit des
Übermittlungsfehlers eine vorbestimmte Anzahl
überschreitet.

10. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass auch dann, wenn in dem-
selben Endgerät ein Übermittlungsfehler auftritt,
der Abfragevorgang ohne Unterbrechung weiter
abläuft.
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11. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Mehrzahl von Endgerä-
ten mit dem Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät
(RE) durch eine Signalleitung (L) verbunden ist, und
dass das besagte Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsge-
rät (RE) die besagte Pluralität von Endgeräten ab-
fragt, wobei es von den besagten Endgeräten Infor-
mation über die Endgeräte erhält, Entscheidungen
trifft, Information wiedergibt und/oder die besagten
Endgeräte steuert,
wobei besagte Brandmeldeanlage (100) zudem ein
erstes Signalinversionsmittel, das in einem Knoten
zwischen dem Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät
(RE) und der Signallinie (L) angeordnet ist, und ein
zweites Signalinversionsmittel umfasst, das in ei-
nem Knoten zwischen jedem Endgeräte und der Si-
gnalleitung (L) angeordnet ist.

12. Brandmeldeanlage gemäss Anspruch 11, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das Brandmeldesignal-
Empfangsgerät (RE) Folgendes umfasst:

ein Primärsummencode-Erzeugungsmittel zur
Erzeugung eines primären Summencodes
durch Addition eines an die besagten Endgerä-
te zu übermittelnden Adresscodes und Steuer-
codes, und
ein erstes Übermittlungsmittel zur Übermittlung
des besagten Adresscodes, Steuercodes und
primären Summencodes, wobei jedes Endge-
rät ein erstes Codeerzeugungsmittel zur Erzeu-
gung eines Codes umfasst, um einen ersten
Summencode durch Addition des besagten
vom Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE)
empfangenen Adresscodes und Steuercodes
zu erzeugen,
ein erstes Beurteilungsmittel zur Beurteilung,
ob der besagte erste Summencode dem be-
sagten vom Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät
(RE) empfangenen primären Summencode
gleich ist,
ein Sekundärsummencode-Erzeugungsmittel
zur Erzeugung eines sekundären Summenco-
des durch Addition der an das Brandmeldesi-
gnal-Empfangsgerät (RE) zu übermittelnden
Rückmeldedaten, des besagten vom Brand-
meldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) empfange-
nen Adresscodes und des besagten vom
Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) emp-
fangenen Steuercodes, wobei der besagte se-
kundäre Summencode erzeugt wird, wenn der
besagte erste Summencode gleich dem besag-
ten primären Summencode ist, und
ein zweites Übermittlungsmittel zur Übermitt-
lung der besagten Rückmeldedaten und des
besagten sekundären Summencodes an das
Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE), und

das Brandmeldesignal-Empfangsgerät (RE) zudem
Folgendes umfasst:

ein zweites Summencode-Erzeugungsmittel
zur Erzeugung eines zweiten Summencodes
durch Addition der besagten von besagtem
Endgerät empfangenen Rückmeldedaten, des
besagten an besagte Endgeräte zu übermit-
telnden Adresscodes und des besagten an be-
sagte Endgeräte zu übermittelnden Steuer-
codes, und
ein zweites Beurteilungsmittel zur Beurteilung,
ob der besagte zweite Summencode gleich
dem von dem besagten Endgerät empfange-
nen sekundären Summencode ist.

Revendications

1. Système détecteur d'incendie composé d'une plu-
ralité de dispositifs terminaux comprenant des dé-
tecteurs de feu (S), des transmetteurs (RP), des
boîtes manuelles (P) et/ou d'autres dispositifs à être
commandés, et d'un dispositif de réception de si-
gnal d'alarme incendie (RE) auquel la pluralité de
dispositifs terminaux est reliée, caractérisé en ce
que, lorsqu'une pluralité desdites boîtes manuelles
(P) est activée, produisant, par conséquent, en mê-
me temps, un signal d'alarme incendie, seul le si-
gnal produit par une parmi la pluralité de boîtes ma-
nuelles activées (P) est transmis audit dispositif de
réception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE).

2. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 1, caractérisé en ce que chacune desdites
boîtes manuelles (P) comprend des moyens de pri-
se de décision prioritaire pour déterminer la priorité
de la transmission lorsque ladite boîte manuelle (P)
et une autre boîte manuelle (P) essaient de trans-
mettre un signal audit dispositif de réception de si-
gnal d'alarme incendie (RE).

3. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 2, caractérisé en ce que le moyen de prise de
décision prioritaire détecte l'adresse la plus élevée
ou la plus basse des adresses parmi la pluralité de
boîtes manuelles activées (P), et que ladite adresse
détectée la plus élevée et la plus basse est trans-
mise audit dispositif de réception de signal d'alarme
incendie (RE).

4. Système détecteur d'incendie comprenant une plu-
ralité de dispositifs terminaux comprenant des dé-
tecteurs de feu (S), des transmetteurs (RP), des
boîtes manuelles (P) et/ou d'autres dispositifs à être
commandés, et un dispositif de réception de signal
d'alarme incendie (RE) auquel la pluralité de dispo-
sitifs terminaux est liée, caractérisé en ce que la
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pluralité de dispositifs terminaux est divisée en une
pluralité de groupes, que le dispositif de réception
de signal d'alarme incendie (RE) effectue une opé-
ration d'interrogation groupe par groupe et dans
une période de temps entre la transmission d'un si-
gnal d'interrogation à un groupe particulier de la plu-
ralité de groupes et la transmission d'un signal d'in-
terrogation au groupe prochain, ledit dispositif de
réception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE) recevant
de l'information d'une pluralité de dispositifs termi-
naux appartenant audit groupe particulier, d'une
manière de répartition dans le temps.

5. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 4, caractérisé en ce que ladite période de
temps comprend une pluralité d'intervalles de
temps utilisés dans ladite transmission répartie
dans le temps, et que la largeur de chaque intervalle
de temps est choisi de façon que la largeur dudit
intervalle de temps augmente avec le temps de dé-
part desdits intervalles fournis dans ladite période
de temps entre la transmission d'un signal d'inter-
rogation à un groupe particulier parmi ladite plura-
lité de groupes et la transmission d'un signal d'in-
terrogation au groupe suivant.

6. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 4, caractérisé en ce qu'une adresse compo-
sée d'une pluralité de chiffres est attribuée à cha-
cune de la pluralité de dispositifs terminaux, qu'une
certaine pluralité de chiffres de ladite adresse attri-
buée à chaque dispositif terminal définit le numéro
de groupe d'un groupe auquel appartient ledit dis-
positif terminal, et que les chiffres restants de ladite
adresse définissent le numéro du dispositif terminal
au sein du groupe ayant ledit numéro de groupe.

7. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 4, caractérisé en ce que ledit dispositif de ré-
ception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE) interroge
la pluralité de dispositifs terminaux, obtenant ainsi
desdits dispositifs terminaux de l'information sur le
dispositif terminal, prenant des décisions, affichant
de l'information et/ou commandant lesdits disposi-
tifs terminaux, le dispositif de réception de signal
d'alarme incendie (RE) comprenant un premier
moyen compteur de bits actifs pour compter le nom-
bre de bits actifs contenus dans un code d'adresse
et un code de commande à transmettre aux dispo-
sitifs terminaux, ledit nombre de bits actifs étant
compté séparément pour chaque code,

un premier moyen d'addition de nombres de
bits actifs pour déterminer la somme des nom-
bres de bits actifs en additionnant les nombres
respectifs des bits actifs comptés par ledit pre-
mier moyen compteur de bits actifs,
un premier moyen d'inversion pour déterminer

une valeur inversée en inversant la somme des
nombres de bits actifs fournie par le premier
moyen d'addition de nombres de bits actifs,
un moyen de génération de code de somme pri-
maire pour produire un code de somme primai-
re en supprimant le bit de poids plus fort de la-
dite valeur inversée fournie par ledit premier
moyen d'inversion, et
un premier moyen de transmission pour trans-
mettre ledit code d'adresse, ledit code de com-
mande et ledit code de somme primaire,

chacun desdits dispositifs terminaux comprenant

un deuxième moyen compteur de bits actifs
pour compter le nombre de bits actifs contenus
dans ledit code d'adresse et ledit code de com-
mande reçus du dispositif de réception de si-
gnal d'alarme incendie (RE), ledit nombre de
bits actifs étant compté séparément pour cha-
que code,
un deuxième moyen d'addition de nombres de
bits actifs pour déterminer la somme des nom-
bres de bits actifs en additionnant les nombres
respectifs des bits actifs comptés par ledit
deuxième moyen compteur de bits actifs,
un deuxième moyen d'inversion pour détermi-
ner une valeur inversée en inversant la somme
des nombres de bits actifs fournie par le deuxiè-
me moyen d'addition de nombres de bits actifs,
un premier moyen de génération de code de
somme pour produire un premier code de som-
me en supprimant le bit de poids plus fort de
ladite valeur inversée fournie par ledit deuxiè-
me moyen d'inversion,
un premier moyen de jugement pour juger si le-
dit premier code de somme est égal au code
de somme primaire reçu du dispositif de récep-
tion de signal d'alarme incendie (RE)
un troisième moyen compteur de bits actifs
pour compter le nombre de bits actifs contenus
dans les données de retour à renvoyer au dis-
positif de réception de signal d'alarme incendie
(RE), dans ledit code d'adresse reçu dudit dis-
positif de réception de signal d'alarme incendie
(RE) et dans ledit code de commande reçu du-
dit dispositif de réception de signal d'alarme in-
cendie (RE), ledit nombre de bits actifs étant
compté séparément pour lesdites données ou
chaque code, ledit nombre de bits actifs étant
compté lorsque ledit premier code de somme
est égal audit code de somme primaire, un troi-
sième moyen d'addition de nombres de bits ac-
tifs pour déterminer la somme des nombres de
bits actifs en additionnant les nombres respec-
tifs des bits actifs comptés par ledit troisième
moyen compteur de bits actifs.
un troisième moyen d'inversion pour détermi-
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ner une valeur inversée en inversant la somme
des nombres de bits actifs fournie par ledit troi-
sième moyen d'addition de nombres de bits ac-
tifs,
un moyen secondaire de génération de code
de somme pour produire un code de somme
secondaire en supprimant le bit de poids plus
fort de ladite valeur inversée fournie par ledit
troisième moyen d'inversion, et
un deuxième moyen de transmission pour
transmettre lesdites données de retour et ledit
code de somme secondaire audit dispositif de
réception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE),

ledit dispositif de réception de signal d'alarme in-
cendie (RE) comprenant en outre

un quatrième moyen compteur de bits actifs
pour compter le nombre de bits actifs contenus
dans les données de retour reçues d'un quel-
conque des dispositifs terminaux, dans ledit co-
de d'adresse à transmettre audit dispositif ter-
minal et dans ledit code de commande à trans-
mettre audit dispositif terminal, ledit nombre de
bits actifs étant compté séparément pour lesdi-
tes données ou chaque code,
un quatrième moyen d'addition de nombres de
bits actifs pour déterminer la somme des nom-
bres de bits actifs en additionnant les nombres
respectifs des bits actifs comptés par le qua-
trième moyen compteur de bits actifs,
un quatrième moyen d'inversion pour détermi-
ner une valeur inversée en inversant la somme
des nombres de bits actifs fournie par le qua-
trième moyen d'addition de nombres de bits ac-
tifs,
un deuxième moyen de génération de code de
somme pour produire un deuxième code de
somme en supprimant le bit de poids plus fort
de ladite valeur inversée fournie par ledit qua-
trième moyen d'inversion, et
un deuxième moyen de jugement pour juger si
ledit deuxième code de somme est égal audit
code de somme secondaire reçu dudit disposi-
tif terminal.

8. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 7, caractérisé en ce que le troisième moyen
compteur de bits actifs compte également le nom-
bre de bits actifs contenus dans ledit code de som-
me primaire, et que le quatrième moyen compteur
de bits actifs compte également le nombre de bits
actifs contenus dans ledit code de somme primaire.

9. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 4, caractérisé en ce qu'il possède des moyens
de détection d'erreurs de transmission pour détec-
ter une erreur de transmission lorsqu'une quelcon-

que parmi la pluralité de dispositifs terminaux a une
erreur de transmission, des moyens de stockage
pour stocker le nombre de fois une erreur s'est pro-
duite, et des moyens d'indication d'erreur de trans-
mission pour indiquer qu'une erreur s'est produite
lorsque le nombre de fois une erreur de transmis-
sion se produit (stocké dans le moyen de stockage),
dépasse un nombre prédéterminé.

10. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 4, caractérisé en ce que même lorsque le mê-
me dispositif terminal a une erreur de transmission,
l'opération d'interrogation continue sans être inter-
rompue.

11. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 4, caractérisé en ce que la pluralité de dispo-
sitifs terminaux est reliée au dispositif de réception
de signal d'alarme incendie (RE) via une ligne de
signal (L) et que ledit dispositif de réception de si-
gnal d'alarme incendie (RE) interroge ladite plurali-
té de dispositifs terminaux, obtenant ainsi desdits
dispositifs terminaux de l'information sur le disposi-
tif terminal, prenant des décisions, affichant de l'in-
formation et/ou commandant lesdits dispositifs ter-
minaux,
ledit système détecteur d'incendie (100) compre-
nant en outre un premier moyen d'inversion de si-
gnal arrangé dans un noeud entre le dispositif de
réception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE) et la li-
gne de signal (L) et un deuxième moyen d'inversion
de signal arrangé dans un noeud entre chaque dis-
positif terminal et la ligne de signal (L).

12. Système détecteur d'incendie selon la revendica-
tion 11, caractérisé en ce que le dispositif de ré-
ception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE) comprend

un moyen primaire de génération de code de
somme pour produire un code de somme pri-
maire en additionnant un code d'adresse et un
code de commande à transmettre audits dispo-
sitifs terminaux, et
un premier moyen de transmission pour trans-
mettre ledit code d'adresse, ledit code de com-
mande et ledit code de somme primaire, cha-
que dispositif terminal comprenant un premier
moyen de génération de code pour produire un
premier code de somme en additionnant ledit
code d'adresse et ledit code de commande re-
çus du dispositif de réception de signal d'alar-
me incendie (RE),
un premier moyen de jugement pour juger si le-
dit premier code de somme est égal audit code
de somme primaire reçu du dispositif de récep-
tion de signal d'alarme incendie (RE),
un moyen secondaire de génération de code
de somme pour produire un code de somme
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secondaire en additionnant les données de re-
tour à renvoyer au dispositif de réception de si-
gnal d'alarme incendie (RE), ledit code d'adres-
se reçu du dispositif de réception de signal
d'alarme incendie (RE) et ledit code de com-
mande reçu du dispositif de réception de signal
d'alarme incendie (RE), ledit code de somme
secondaire étant produit lorsque ledit premier
code de somme est égal audit code de somme
primaire, et
un deuxième moyen de transmission pour
transmettre lesdites données de retour et ledit
code de somme secondaire au dispositif de ré-
ception de signal d'alarme incendie (RE), et
le dispositif de réception de signal d'alarme in-
cendie (RE) comprenant en outre
un deuxième moyen de génération de code de
somme pour produire un deuxième code de
somme en additionnant lesdites données de re-
tour reçues dudit terminal, ledit code d'adresse
à transmettre audit dispositif terminal et ledit
code de commande à transmettre audit dispo-
sitif terminal, et
un deuxième moyen de jugement pour juger si
ledit deuxième code de somme est égal audit
code de somme secondaire reçu dudit disposi-
tif terminal.
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